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CHAPTER 1: Foundational Entrance Requirements 

 
1. Church Membership 

 
A missionary must maintain membership, throughout his or her missionary career, in a 
sending church that affirms the ABWE Canada doctrinal statement. A missionary may hold 
associate membership in a national church if approved by his sending church and field team.  
 

2. Citizenship Requirements 
 

1. Any candidate must be a citizen of the USA or Canada or the spouse of a citizen.  
2. An English fluency test shall be given for all non-Canadian citizens or where English is not 

the first language of the candidate.  
3. Exceptions must be approved prior to moving forward with an application process by a 

committee made up of the President of ABWE Canada, the Vice President of Global 
Operations, the host Regional Director, and two others “at large” Global Operation Team 
(GO Team) members.  

4. Exceptions must comply with any and all laws pertinent to Canada and the host country. 
ABWE Canada’s corporate counsel will be consulted to confirm the legality from ABWE 
Canada’s perspective.  

5. Candidates who apply under the exception clause must be counseled regarding the 
special challenges and difficulties that may arise and must be cared for personally. These 
might include: 

• landed immigrant issues 

• travel and/or residency requirements 

• children  

• ABWE Canada’s requirements  

• international complications in marriages of mixed nationalities  

• other possible legal issues  

 
 
CHAPTER 2: Missionary Lifestyle and Holiness 

 
ABWE Canada missionaries must be committed through word and deed to glorifying God and 
witnessing to His love in the person of His Son Jesus Christ in all aspects of their lives and work, 
calling others to a life-changing commitment to serve others in the name of Christ. We seek to 
value and honour our missionaries and abide by biblically-sound standards that bring honour to 
God and to one another. We desire to model Christ-like behaviour at and away from work so 
that people will be drawn to placing their personal faith in Him and will follow His 
compassionate Lordship. 
 
1. PERSONAL HOLINESS 
 

1.1 Scripture admonishes believers as children of God to live holy lives in conformity to the 
image of Christ. We are called to reflect the character of God in holiness. Attitudes and 
behaviour which fall short of godliness undermine the believer’s personal and family 
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testimony, as well as his or her public ministry. Only a humble Christ-like attitude and an 
obedient Spirit-filled life honour the Lord, resulting in harmony with co-workers and 
spiritual fruit. 

• 1 Pet. 1:14-16 As obedient children, do not be conformed to the passions of your 
former ignorance, but as he who called you is holy, you also be holy in all your 
conduct, since it is written, “You shall be holy, for I am holy.” 

• Phil. 2:3-4 Do nothing from selfish ambition or conceit, but in humility count others 
more significant than yourselves. Let each of you look not only to his own interests, 
but also to the interests of others. 

• Eph. 4:1-3 I therefore, a prisoner for the Lord, urge you to walk in a manner worthy 
of the calling to which you have been called, with all humility and gentleness, with 
patience, bearing with one another in love, eager to maintain the unity of the Spirit 
in the bond of peace. 

 
1. The overarching character trait that exemplifies godliness is walking in love. A Biblical 

ethic of love is not opposed to truth but undergirded by it (Eph. 4:15). An ethic and 
lifestyle of love is exemplified in Christ and in the believer will lead to abhorring and 
fleeing what is evil and sinful. 

• Eph. 5:1-4 Therefore be imitators of God, as beloved children. And walk in love, as 
Christ loved us and gave Himself up for us, a fragrant offering and sacrifice to God. 
But sexual immorality and all impurity or covetousness must not even be named 
among you, as is proper among saints. Let there be no filthiness nor foolish talk nor 
crude joking, which are out of place, but instead let there be thanksgiving. 

 
2. ABWE recognizes that according to the Word of God all have sinned and fallen short of 

the glory of God (Rom. 3:23); we also recognize that no believer in Christ is perfect in all 
their ways (1 John 1:8-10). However, the believer’s life is to be characterized by 
repentance and growth in sanctification. Open, ongoing, unrepentant sin is not 
acceptable. 

 
3. ABWE Canada is committed to the Word of God as the final authority for matters of faith 

and conduct. We expect missionaries to seek to obey the Word of God in every area of 
their life; our Christian work and testimony is 24/7 as we take the message of God’s Word 
with us wherever we go. Rather than list a set of itemized behavioural do’s and don’ts, we 
offer the following evaluative questions for following Biblical guidelines and mandates: 

• Is this behaviour consistent with the teaching of Scripture or does it violate 
Scripture? (Phil. 1:27; Titus 2:11-12; Gal. 5:22-25; Rom. 13:13-14; Matt. 19:4-5; 1 
Cor. 6:9-10; 6:12-13; 6:17-20; Phil. 4:8). 

• Does this behaviour glorify God? Does it cause others to praise God? Is it conduct 
that is walking in a manner worthy of Jesus Christ? (Matt. 5:16; Col.1:9-12; 1 Cor. 
10:31-11:1; Eph. 4:22-24). 

• Does it build up other Christians and encourage love and good deeds? (Heb.10:23-
25; Eph. 4:1-3, 15-16; 5:3-4; Col. 3:15-17). 

• Does it advance truth and truthfulness? (1 John 1:5-7; 3:18; Eph. 4:25; 2 Tim.2:15). 

• Is it loving? (John 13:34-35; Eph. 5:1-2; Gal. 5:13).Does it promote peace and unity 
or is it quarrelsome and divisive? (Eph. 4:1-3; Col. 3:14-15; Rom. 12:16; 15:5; 1 Cor. 
1:10; 11:18; 12:25; Gal. 5:20; Titus 3:10; 1 Tim. 3:3; 2 Tim. 2:24). 
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• Is it good stewardship, a responsible way to use God-given gifts, time, talent, and 
resources? (1 Pet. 4:10; Eph. 2:10; Col. 3:23-24). 

• Is it a good witness and example to unbelievers? (Matt. 5:16; 1 Pet. 2:12; 3:16; 2 
Cor. 8:21; Phil. 2:15; Titus 2:8). 

 
4. Because as witnesses to God and Christ, missionaries often serve in cross-cultural 

contexts, it is important that our standards of conduct are sensitive to issues that may be 
offensive within other cultures. Like the apostle Paul, a missionary must often adapt 
themselves to the culture so as not to bring added offense (1 Cor. 9:19-23). ABWE Canada 
missionaries willingly submit to the following practical guidelines in pursuit of personal 
holiness: 

(1) Regarding cultural, lifestyle issues of personal testimony not directly addressed in 
Scripture, ABWE missionaries shall adhere to the practices directed by their Sending 
Church and the missionary administration for the fields on which they serve. 

(2) Concerning the many issues not explicitly prohibited in Scripture, ABWE 
missionaries are to be characterized by a refusal to judge, despise, or impose their 
view upon a fellow believer in matters of personal preference, and a willingness to 
give up their “rights” to avoid jeopardizing the work of God (Rom. 14:10-17). 

(3) They reject all activities which undermine moral, spiritual, and physical purity. 
(4) They abstain from the non-medical use of addicting drugs. They avoid drunkenness 

and addiction to alcohol (Eph. 5:18; 1 Tim. 3:8; Titus 2:3). 
(5) They use the utmost caution and Spirit-led discernment in the viewing of or 

listening to any media. 
(6) Where not violating God’s Word (Acts 5:29), they shall submit to the governing and 

legal authorities in the places where they live and serve (Rom. 13:1-5; 1 Peter 2:13 
14). They shall also be sensitive to local customs and traditions so as not to bring 
added or needless offenses that might hinder the witness of Christ. 

 
2. SEXUAL HOLINESS 
 

1. A life of sexual holiness is a life lived by faith, believing that what God says about the 
purposes and parameters of sexual expression is both true and good (Gen. 1:27; 2:24; 1 
Cor. 6:19-20). When a believer’s thoughts and actions are not in conformity to the 
revealed will of God, they are to repent of their sin, submit to His lordship, and pursue 
delight in what God has ordained. The purpose of sexual expression has been given to 
mankind by his Creator. The sexual union between a man and a woman was created, in 
part, to image the unity of the Godhead and God’s covenantal relationship with His 
people (Gen. 2:24; Mark 10:6-9; Mal. 2:14-15; 1 Cor. 6:14-19; Eph. 5:30-32). In addition, 
sexual union was given for the procreation of children and for the mutual enjoyment of 
husband and wife (Gen. 1:27-28; Song of Songs 7:6). God designed sexual union such that 
two complementary sexual halves, one man and one woman, come together and become 
a sexual whole within the covenant of marriage. The Bible refers to this sexual union as 
becoming “one flesh.” This “one flesh” sexual union between the first man and his wife 
establishes the pattern and standard of sexual expression for all of humanity (Gen. 2:24; 1 
Cor. 7:1-5; 1 Cor. 6:9-11, 13, 18-20; Eph. 5:30-32; Heb. 13:4). The participation in, or 
promotion of, any sexual act other than this “one flesh” union, within the marriage 
covenant (Mal. 2:14), or the willful neglect of this sexual union, is a sinful disregard of its 
intended purpose and fails to glorify God in our bodies (1 Cor. 6:20; 7:2-5). 
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2. All ABWE Canada missionaries are to affirm and abide by the following as part of our 
doctrinal commitments and ‘sincerely held religious beliefs’: “We believe the Scriptures 
teach that God created man and woman as unique biological persons. God’s plan for the 
union of marriage is that a biological man and a biological woman come together and 
covenant to be one flesh in a union that is spiritual, emotional, and physical. God’s plan 
for sexual union is for its expression to be only within the bounds of this male and female 
marital union. We believe that a person’s true identity is found and fulfilled in Christ 
alone and in a relationship with him. Therefore, a Christian is not to embrace identities, 
desires, and behaviours that are contrary to the expressed teaching of Scripture. Gen. 
1:27-28; 2:24; Matt. 19:5-6; Mark 10:6-9; Rom. 1:26-27; 1 Cor. 6:9.” 

 
3. Any ABWE Canada missionary or prospective missionary who becomes involved in sexual 

immorality is disqualified from service with this mission agency. Sexual immorality shall 
be defined as adultery/fornication, incest, sexual molestation, lesbianism, homosexuality, 
bestiality, and inappropriate conduct outside the boundaries of marriage including but 
not limited to oral sex, inappropriate touching/contact, sexting, verbal and written 
communication. Cases of this nature will be addressed in consultation with the Sending 
Church and according to the protocol recorded in this policy manual. ABWE takes the sin 
of pornography very seriously; for our pornography policy and helping others overcome 
pornography see Section 4.0 below. 

 
4. The goal of confronting an individual sin, including sexual sin, is to see the believer repent 

before God, renew their fellowship with God, and reconcile with offended parties. The 
severity of sexual sins should not be minimized and so there may be remaining 
consequences. The blood of Jesus Christ has paid for sin and so there is forgiveness for 
the repentant sinner. When the disciplined sinner is repentant there can be restoration 
and reconciliation even if the missionary is disqualified from further service with ABWE. 
Depending on the nature of the offense, disqualification from service with ABWE may be 
limited or permanent. 

 
3. DISCIPLINE AND RESTORATION POLICY 
 

The Child Protection Policy, including mandatory reporting, applies to situations involving 
child victims and supersedes this general moral failure policy. All allegations of criminal 
offenses should also be reported to the appropriate authorities who have the investigative 
and prosecutorial powers in such matters. In all other situations, this Moral Failure Policy 
applies. 

 
1. ABWE Canada recognizes the authority of the local church to exercise spiritual discipline. 

ABWE’s policy on discipline and restoration does not supersede the authority of the local 
church but seeks to work in conjunction with the local church. As a mission organization, 
ABWE’s ultimate concern is the glory of God and the reputation of Christ. 

 
2. ABWE Canada desires to establish a culture of holiness where missionaries feel freedom 

to confess their sins to one another for the purposes of repentance, seeking help, and 
bearing one another’s burdens (James 5:16; Gal. 6:1-2; cf. Acts 19:18). We recognize that 
sometimes general failures need simple correction, while at other times the severity of  
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certain sins may warrant stronger disciplinary measures (see below the protocol for 
handling moral failure). Nevertheless, the ultimate goal is repentance and reconciliation. 

 
Moral failures are sins that are in direct disobedience to Scripture and violate ABWE 
Canada’s expectations for a missionary’s personal holiness and sexual ethics as outlined 
above.  
 
Sometimes it is necessary to confront issues that do not rise to the level of “moral 
failures” but simply require loving correction. The general steps for loving correction from 
someone in a supervisory role to a missionary shall generally include the following 
progression: 

 
(1) Verbal warning/reprimand. A verbal warning/reprimand is a statement by someone 

in a supervisory role (Field Team Leader [FTL]/Regional Director [RD]/Executive 
Director [ED]) to a missionary, usually pointing out an unsatisfactory element of 
conduct, behaviour, or activity. A verbal reprimand informally defines an area of 
needed improvement, and/or repentance, sets up goals for improvement/change, 
and informs the missionary that failure to change their behaviour may result in 
more serious actions. A verbal reprimand must be noted by the FTL/RD/ED in his 
own file. This step is not necessarily considered as part of a moral failure process 
and is simply instructive and corrective.  

(2) Written reprimand. If the missionary is unresponsive to the verbal warning and 
must again be confronted, an RD or ED will issue a written reprimand. A written 
reprimand is a formal statement, made in a meeting between the RD/ED and 
missionary, in which the missionary is exhorted to change their behaviour, grow, 
and walk in keeping with repentance. This meeting, its results, and the plan of 
action will be documented and placed in the missionary’s personnel file by the 
ABWE Canada Office along with the record of the original verbal warning from 
whoever issued it. The missionary shall sign that they received and acknowledged 
the written warning. A copy of the warning will also be given to the missionary. A 
FTL may also need to be made aware of the written reprimand given to someone on 
his team and/or involved in the meeting where the written reprimand is presented. 
This step may or may not be considered as part of a moral failure process outlined 
below. This step is instructive and corrective. It is also a first step of more formal 
discipline. 

(3) A Written Improvement Plan. This is the second step of more formal discipline. This 
step is carried out in conjunction with implementing the moral failure policy steps 
#1-3 (see below) because the missionary has been unresponsive to the loving 
guidance of instruction and correction. The RD/ED issues a written improvement 
plan. After review, the missionary may be asked to sign the improvement plan 
indicating they have read and understood it. A copy of this plan shall be sent to the 
ABWE Canada office for placement in the missionary’s personnel file. At this stage, 
the sending church may need to be informed by an RD or ED and a copy of the 
improvement plan may be sent to the church at the discretion of the RD/ED and/or 
if the church requests a copy. 

(4) Further discipline shall follow the moral failure policy. Refusal to accept correction 
and/or implement change may rise to the level of moral failure and sin that needs 
to be confronted. It may culminate in contacting the sending church, asking for 
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resignation, and/or termination of ministry within ABWE Canada. See below the 
protocol for handling moral failure. 

 
3. The goal of confronting sin and, if necessary, disciplining it, is to guard the reputation of 

Christ, call the sinning believer to repentance, and help facilitate renewed fellowship with 
God and fellow believers. The goal of the process is to glorify God and love the believer 
without compromising obedience, and thus seeks to promote peacemaking and 
reconciliation where possible.  

 
4. The protocol to be used in handling moral failure on the part of a missionary is as follows: 

Step 1: Confront the alleged offender 

• This will be done privately by the colleague who becomes aware of a potential 
problem. If there truly is a problem, the FTL and the RD shall be informed. 

 
Step 2: If offense is confirmed and admitted*, the offender will be urged to repent of 
their sin to the Lord. Confession must be made to the necessary parties. This will often 
include, where applicable, informing the spouse. 

• The RD and FTL will then assure the parties involved of ABWE’s support and love, 
remind them of the protocol which will be followed, and work out with them who 
are the other necessary parties that must be informed and how such a process will 
proceed. In cases of sexual immorality, it may be necessary to inform other 
immediate family members. Cases of pornography shall follow the ABWE Canada 
Pornography Reporting Policy (see below). 

• *Where an offense is not admitted or confessed, careful consideration should be 
given as to whether or not there is a preponderance of evidence** that the offense 
occurred (**this is not to suggest in anyway that ABWE is a criminal or civil court, 
simply that facts should be examined). ‘Preponderance of evidence’ shall be 
considered to include physical and testimonial evidence. Careful consideration will 
be given to whether the evidence is fair and accurate. 

 
Step 3: The RD shall inform the region’s ED and in consultation with the FTL they shall 
examine the type of sin, the severity, the frequency of it, and the attitude of the 
offender in order determine what appropriate steps need to address the issue. Steps 
may include and are not limited to written warning, written improvement plan, 
counseling, restitution, loss of responsibility, reassignment, leave of absence, allowed to 
resign, and/or dismissal from ministry. Any steps and determinations at this stage shall 
be documented in writing and shall be sent to the ABWE Canada Office for placement in 
the missionary’s personnel file. 

• Cases of sexual immorality and criminal behaviour shall be reported to the ABWE 
Canada President and Vice President (VP) of Global Operations as quickly as 
possible. In cases of sexual immorality and criminal behaviour discipline will 
automatically proceed to Steps 4, 5, and following. 

• In some cases, counseling or Member Care may be required to help determine the 
severity and frequency of the sin. For example, in cases of outbursts of anger or 
drunkenness, it may be necessary to determine if this is a habitual problem that 
must be addressed further. In some cases, dealing with the moral offense through 
counseling and Member Care may be sufficient. 
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Step 4: The RD & ED shall determine if the situation warrants contacting the 
missionary’s Sending or Home Church and if necessary, contact the Sending or Home 
Church. 

• Issues of sexual immorality and criminal behaviour will always be reported to the 
sending church. Offenses that may involve the missionary’s loss of responsibility, 
reassignment, a leave of absence, resignation, and/or dismissal from ministry shall 
be reported to the church leadership of the missionary’s Sending or Home Church. 
They will be informed of the protocol ABWE will follow. They will be further 
informed if the missionary is going to be dismissed or allowed to resign. The 
Sending or Home Church shall be informed of any issues where it must take 
responsibility for discipline or a restoration process along with whatever other 
actions ABWE may recommend. 

• Following contact with the Sending Church, the RD will inform the Field Team and 
any missionaries from that field who are on furlough ministry. The missionaries will 
be asked to discreetly inform the national church and its leadership, with enough 
details to allow them to see the seriousness of the failure. 

• Any steps and determinations at this stage shall be documented in writing and shall 
be sent to the ABWE Canada Office for placement in the missionary’s personnel file. 

 
Step 5: If actions for loss of responsibility, reassignment, leave of absence, resignation, 
or dismissal are warranted, the RD working in conjunction with the ED shall make said 
recommendation to the ABWE Canada Board for action giving enough details to help 
them clearly understand the necessity of board action. The ABWE Canada president and 
Board Chair shall determine if the issue can be handled at a regularly scheduled meeting 
or if a special meeting must be called to address the issue. In cases of allowed 
resignation, the ABWE Canada Board shall note whether or not reapplication may be 
possible at a later date (see Reconciliation below). Any steps and determinations at this 
stage shall be documented in writing and shall be sent to the ABWE Canada Office for 
placement in the missionary’s personnel file. 
 
Step 6: If a missionary is being asked to resign or is being dismissed due to moral failure 
by the ABWE Canada Board, the ABWE region affected and all other supporting 
churches and personal donors will be informed in a letter by the Regional Director. 
Before any letter is sent it shall be reviewed by the ED, VP of Global Operations, and the 
ABWE Canada president. 

 
The information will include the following: 

1. The specific category of the sin, without going into detail. 
2. The attitude of the person involved—unrepentant or repentant. 
3. How this failure was discovered whether by self-disclosure or by exposé. 
4. What is being done to bring about restoration of relationships with believers and of 

fellowship with God. 
 

This policy shall apply to the life and service of all ABWE Canada personnel, including the 
Board, ABWE Canada Home Office staff, International Headquarters staff, and 
missionaries. In the case of ABWE Canada Office staff, “Regional Director” and 
“Executive Director” shall be substituted by the immediate supervisor and above in 
whatever organizational structure their position falls under. In the case of IHQ staff, 
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“Regional Director” and “Executive Director” shall be substituted by the immediate 
supervisor and above in whatever organizational structure their position falls under. If 
the ABWE Canada president or a Board Member is involved as an alleged perpetrator, 
the Board will form a separate, independent committee, which will then follow this 
process. 

  
Appeals: In the outworking of this process, if the missionary feels the disciplinary actions 
have been too severe or unwarranted, they have the right to follow the normal 
“Grievance and Biblical Dispute Resolution Policy.” This process begins by writing a 
letter to the Vice President of Global Operation and ABWE Canada president to be 
brought before the Appeals Committee and is further detailed below under “Grievance 
and Biblical Dispute Resolution Policy.” 

 
5. Reconciliation 

(1) It is possible for a repentant sinner to be reconciled to personal fellowship with God 
and with believers. The goal of confronting sin is always seeking repentance and 
reconciliation. Reconciliation between human beings does not excuse or ignore sin 
but seeks a path of forgiveness just as Christ forgives our sins. 

(2) ‘Reconciled’ is a position the believer enjoys with God at the moment of faith (Rom. 
5:1, 10-11). When a believer stumbles in sin, reconciliation with God includes 
confession of sin in prayer to God (1 John 1:9-2:2). While the true believer is never 
cut off from the grace of God, the true believer will also over time bear fruit in 
keeping with repentance and walking in newness of life (Matt. 3:8; Luke 3:8; Rom. 
6:4). 

(3) Reconciliation with others involves the offender repenting, the offender making 
restitution where possible (Luke 19:8), and the offended party offering sincere 
forgiveness just as Christ forgave them (Eph. 4:32). 

(4) So far as other members of the ABWE family are directly affected by the sin of the 
offender, they shall be encouraged to walk through a path of personal forgiveness. 
We recognize that such a path takes time, is not easy, and can be costly in the sense 
of given up one’s rights as the offended. 

(5) Reconciliation does not always mean the removal of consequence, particularly in 
legal and civil matters. As an organization ABWE Canada shall, where possible, seek 
reconciliation with the offender (2 Cor. 13:11) in such a way that does not excuse 
the sin nor appear to side against the victims of sin. ABWE Canada will seek to live 
at peace and harmony with all people, as much as it is possible (Rom. 12:16; 15:5; 2 
Cor. 13:11). 

(6) Certain sins may mean that a missionary is permanently dismissed and disqualified 
from all future service with ABWE ministries. Sins of sexual infidelity and 
promiscuity disqualify a man from serving in the office of elder, deacon, and lead 
church planting roles (1 Tim. 3:2, 12; Titus 1:6). Certain sins may disqualify an 
individual from serving in leadership but not preclude them from serving in a 
support role. 

(7) It may be possible that a missionary asked to resign or terminated because of a 
certain sin will be allowed to return to service with ABWE after a period time has 
passed. When a missionary is asked to resign or is terminated by the ABWE Canada 
Board, the Board shall note in the missionary’s file if the missionary would be 
allowed to reapply at a later date. The Board shall sketch an outline of a minimum 
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time period that must elapse before reapplication, what areas of growth and 
maturity must be evidenced before reapplication, and what indicators of healing 
and growth that needs to be evidenced (e.g. counseling, change of behaviour, 
overcoming particular sin, etc.). Typically, no missionary’s reapplication will be 
accepted unless the original* Sending Church approves wholeheartedly of this 
reapplication and can testify to a transformed life and ongoing obedience in the 
individual, particularly in the area of their moral failure. *in cases where an original 
Sending Church has disbanded or merged, due diligence shall be done to seek out 
individual or entities familiar with the original case who can testify to a transformed 
life. The applicant would also need to apply with the recommendation of a new 
Sending Church and that recommendation will not be accepted unless they have 
been made aware of the reasons for the previous dismissal and can testify to a 
change of life. 

 
4. PORNOGRAPHY POLICY 

 
Because of the pervasiveness of and ease of access to pornography in our society, we 
recognize the power of the temptations that can bombard a Christian individual in our day. 
ABWE Canada desires to help our missionaries overcome sinful behaviors, including the use 
of pornography, which is a form of moral failure. Pornography may be presented via internet 
sourced media and communication, websites, and other media including books, magazines, 
postcards, photographs, sculpture, drawings, paintings, animation, sound recording, phone 
calls, film, video, video games, etc.  
 
We want to promote a culture where individuals struggling with temptations of pornography 
feel the freedom to seek help from fellow Christians (Gal. 6:1; James 5:16) in order to put to 
death the deeds of the flesh and overcome it (Rom. 6:12-14, 19; 8:13; Eph. 4:22-24; 5:3-4; 1 
Peter 2:11). We welcome missionaries who are struggling with pornography to come 
forward so that we can come alongside them. We want them to seek help without fear of 
reprisal, shaming, or condemnation in order to find victory over it. ABWE has created a 
caring process to help implement biblical practices aimed at restoration with God, family, 
ministries, and those who are also impacted.  
 
ABWE’s desire is for restoration. This requires active intervention, honesty, vulnerability, and 
on-going accountability for those pursuing help and who have a serious desire to repent and 
overcome the use of pornography. While restoration on all fronts is our primary focus, ABWE 
acknowledges that there are consequences to pornography use. Therefore, the process may 
also include ongoing counseling, an absence from ministry, and possibly resignation or 
termination from the mission. 
 
We offer the following steps in order to provide a path towards restoration without excusing 
the sin. The goal of each step is to see the individual walking in repentance in order to 
experience spiritual victory, growth, and restoration. The following are guiding principles for 
our care of the missionaries:  
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1. Care and Confidentiality for the Confessor  
When a missionary confesses sins of pornography, we will step into action alongside the 
missionary in a way that balances confidentiality with addressing the seriousness of the 
sin. We realize that there are times where we must weigh confidentiality with issues of 
righteousness and justice so that confidentiality does not mean that a sin is ignored or 
hidden in secret.  

 
2. Careful Assessment 

Any process we enter with the missionary begins with determining the level and use of 
pornography and evaluating the heart response of the missionary. The assessment phase 
will be careful, objective, fair, and according to Biblical principles by a person of qualified 
spiritual maturity (ex. someone from Member Care [MC] or a licensed Christian 
counselor). The assessment will include evaluation to determine the cause, frequency, 
and sources of this sin. The above principle of confidentiality is limited by the level of 
severity (e.g. necessary referrals and reporting). 

 
3. Establishment of a Plan 

A plan is essential for any recovery and potential restoration. If restoration looks 
promising based on the assessment and the heart and spirit of the offender, an initial plan 
will be created and regularly assessed. We will work through an accountability plan with 
the person. If there is evidence of a repentant spirit and a desire for help, we will proceed 
with steps of care to a path of restoration; however, if the severity of the problem 
warrants and/or if the missionary is unrepentant, a process may proceed to resignation or 
dismissal. 

 
4. Involvement and Communication 

If the situation warrants it and if not already involved, others may need to be informed 
and engaged in the process. This includes the Regional Director (RD), the Executive 
Director (ED), and possibly the Field Team Leader (FTL). There will be further assessment 
and a plan. The RD/ED will invite the Sending Church into the care and restoration 
process. There may need to be a change in the missionary’s status (e.g. time off field, 
leave of absence, loss of responsibilities, etc.) and/or the involvement of a licensed 
Christian counselor. 

 
5. Restoration 

The ultimate goal is for the missionary to experience freedom from the enslavement to 
this sin and to walk in the victory and restoration of living out a life transformed by the 
gospel. If at any point it is determined that restoration is not probable or there is 
insufficient progress, ABWE may determine it is necessary to proceed to resignation or 
dismissal. 
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Pornography Policy Process: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 3: Family 

 
1. Singles 

 
1. Singles are an integral part of the ABWE family and ministry.  
2. Cross-cultural dating relationships—Customs and mores, especially in the context of 

marriage, differ markedly among nations and among the classes within nations. Dating 
nationals of other than one’s own country shall be in accordance with field guidelines 
which have been established prior to the arrival of singles on that field. Due consideration 
should also be given to the advice from the community of national believers for the sake 
of the testimony of the gospel.  

3. If planning to remain with ABWE Canada, proposed marriages involving anyone outside 
the ABWE family shall not be approved by the ABWE Canada Board without evidence that 
the intended spouse meets ABWE Canada qualifications and plans to follow normal 
application procedures as soon as feasible.  

4. Singles whose cross-cultural marriages are approved by the Board may continue with 
ABWE Canada while their spouse is in application and attends Candidate Seminar.  

 
2. Marriage 

 
1. Marriage is only the uniting of one man and one woman in covenant commitment for a 

lifetime. It is God’s unique gift to reveal the union between Christ and His church and to 
provide for each spouse intimate companionship, the sole means of sexual expression 
according to biblical standards, and the means for procreation of the human race. All 
other forms of sexual expression, including but not limited to premarital sex, 
homosexuality, bestiality, adultery, and pornography, fall outside of the biblical structure 
of marriage.  

 

Self-
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MC Accountability Plan Restoration 
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2. Each spouse should prayerfully consider the heavy demands of missionary life 
maintaining the balance between work, family and rest is important. 

3. Emphasis should be placed upon the biblical husband-wife relationship, which will 
provide a stable home life for the children and prescribe the right proportion of time each 
spouse should spend in mission work. 

 
3. Children 
 

1. The time and effort missionary families invest in maintaining a biblically-structured 
household is critical to mission work. Parents are responsible for the biblical management 
of their children in discipline, care, and education. 

2. Adoption of children:  
a. The missionary should be sensitive to possible cultural ramifications. 
b. Prior to adoption, the missionary should seek counsel from their sending church and 

discuss the adoption with the Regional Director who will consult with the field and 
Field Team Leader. If the missionary, sending church, and Field Team Leader are in 
favour of moving forward; the Regional Director will then notify the ABWE Canada 
president and the Executive Director. 

 
4. Work and Rest 

 
1. Work 

Remembering the balance of work, rest and family, missionaries are expected to work a 
minimum 5-day work week. 
 

2. Rest 
Missionaries are expected to follow the example of our Creator and apply the Sabbath 
Principle by taking one day off a week. Missionaries are also allowed an annual vacation 
of no more than four weeks including travel time and 10 field specific public holidays. 
 

3. Annual vacation 
Time may be accumulative only for two weeks the following year.  

 
5. Divorce 

 
Persons with a divorce in their background may be considered for appointment to serve on 
some ABWE fields based upon the recommendation of the sending church pastor and the 
review and approval of the ABWE Canada administration and board. Should a divorce or 
marital separation occur after appointment, ABWE will do everything in its power to 
facilitate healing and reconciliation. Should reconciliation not occur then the relationship of 
both parties with ABWE Canada shall be terminated.  
 
*Divorced applicants must interview with their respective Executive Director before invitation 
to New Missionary Orientation. This is not to determine suitability for service. 
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1. Divorced Applicants 
Exceptions to this policy may be granted by the president after consultation with the 
executive committee. 
 

2. Divorced individuals who may not apply  
a. Those who have experienced multiple post conversion divorces. 
b. Anyone who does not have a repentant spirit and a clear track record of recovery 

with spiritual, personal, and/or marital stability. 
c. Anyone who is deemed responsible for a divorce following conversion due to their 

acts of adultery, abuse, or abandonment. 
d. Those who still have minor children from the divorce who also have another living 

parent. 
  

3. Support Implications 
a. Recommendation and endorsement by the sending church is required upon 

application.  
b. Pre-Field missionaries with divorce in their background are responsible to 

appropriately disclose their situation in advance to potential supporting church 
leadership. The Pre-Field Director will coordinate this with the missionary and 
his/her sending church.  
 

4. Field Placement 
a. Some fields may be precluded due to special cultural issues or decisions by national 

churches that make it impossible for a divorced person to serve in any capacity as a 
missionary in that culture.  

b. ABWE Canada respects the authority and autonomy of indigenous national 
churches worldwide on an equal basis with that of churches in Canada. 

c. No field team can independently reject an approved ABWE Canada missionary 
solely based on his/her marital past. The Regional Director will have the 
responsibility and discretion in consultation with the field leadership and the 
Canadian President to make the final determination as to the suitability of any 
missionary to serve in each region. 

 
5. Ministry for which divorced missionaries are not eligible 

a. Pastor/Elder  
b. Deacon  
c. Pastoral training  
d. Lead church planter 

 
 
CHAPTER 4: Field Ministry 

 
1. Prayer 

 
1. Prayer is a priority. Our global team is committed to personal devotion and mutual 

intercession for teammates, partners, supporters, and the work of the Lord among the 
nations.  
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2. Missionaries will regularly communicate prayer requests, answers to prayer, and reports 
of God’s work.  

 
2. Language and Culture 

 
Language study and cultural adaptation is the priority ministry of each new missionary. All 
career missionaries, both men and women, are required to attain proficiency in the language 
and culture in which they serve according to the standard set by the field.  
 

3. Evangelism and Discipleship 
 

1. An understanding of the general culture and personal beliefs of a host people is vital to a 
clear presentation of the gospel.  

2. Careful consideration should be given to how the gospel is presented in each cultural and 
worldview context.  

3. It is important to seize every opportunity for gospel influence because sowing and 
watering are as important as harvesting in the process of evangelism.  

4. Evangelism must be understood in the context of making disciples, therefore presenting 
the good news of Jesus Christ should always be done with a view toward believer’s 
baptism and a life of obedience to God’s Word, lived out in a local community of 
believers.  

 
4. Church Planting and Mission Movements 

 
1. The ABWE global vision to “multiply leaders, churches, and mission’s movements among 

every people” shall guide all church-planting ministries.  
2. When planting, and developing local churches, the normal process includes the elements 

of preparing, connecting, gathering, maturing, and training.  
3. All church plants shall be culturally appropriate, locally supported, and nationally 

governed and in alignment with the ABWE doctrinal statement.  
4. The missionary church planters shall work in partnership with national believers 

whenever possible.  
5. Continued contact and relationship between missionaries and national churches provides 

mutual encouragement and a growing ministry, including mission outreach nationally, 
regionally, and globally.  

6. Any investment of outside resources into local church ministries shall be done in such a 
manner as to foster church development and multiplication and avoid creating 
dependency.  

7. ABWE Canada missionaries shall not pastor an established local church except in a rare 
occasion and with the approval of the Regional Director.  

8. In order to provide fellowship and encouragement to the established churches in each 
country, missionaries shall promote the formation of functional fellowships. 

  
5. Ministry Partnerships 

 
1. Intercultural partnerships are critical in developing ministries that accelerate church-

planting movements and mission movements. 
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2. Partnership is an intentional, collaborative relationship between two or more 
autonomous ministries (individuals, churches, organizations) with the intent of 
accomplishing mutually compatible ministry goals by sharing complementary strengths 
and resources in an environment of trust and grace. Not every relationship is a 
partnership.  

3. It is essential that all the members in a partnership commit to a shared ministry vision. 
Partnerships are more likely to go the distance when the individuals involved exhibit 
humility, flexibility, and a teachable and generous spirit.  

4. Any ministry partnership or affiliates needs a partnership agreement through ABWE’s 
legal team.  
 

6. Leadership Development 
 

Trained national leadership is essential to any church-planting movement. The objective 
should be to motivate and train leaders who are recognized as biblically qualified and 
spiritually gifted servants of the Lord with proven character and commitment.  

  
The training process includes 

• Training believers in local churches to be involved in ministry.  
• Training those engaged in service of the local church resulting in ministry leaders. 
• Training ministry leaders resulting in pastors, church planters, and missionaries. 
• Training these church leaders to be organizational (church fellowship and mission) 

leaders with a global vision. 
 

7. Team Dynamics 
 

1. A spirit of teamwork is imperative in light of the different ministry roles and giftedness of 
ABWE missionaries. Teamwork is also vital because it produces synergy that makes the 
group more effective in reaching its objectives.  

2. Every effort must be made to maintain team unity, open communication, and mutual 
accountability. The organization and guidelines of field teams must be carefully 
developed in order to stimulate both teamwork and individual initiative in pursuit of team 
goals.  

3. Missionaries will serve on a team and are expected to support field team decisions, 
guidelines, and organizational structure. These field guidelines require periodic review 
and possible revision.  

4. Each field team has the latitude to establish guidelines for its work in consultation with 
and approval of the Regional Director. Such guidelines shall be:  

• Beneficial for the overall enhancement of the missionary effort.  

• Based upon cultural norms rather than personal preference. 

• Approved and adopted by the missionaries in accordance with their field 
governance. 

5. The ABWE administration and board remain the final authority in all ministry practices. 
6. Regional Conferences are held periodically for ministry enrichment and team building on 

various fields. The dates vary among the regions as established by the Regional Directors. 
Attendance is required if a missionary is not on Furlough. 
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8. Role of Women 
 

1. While Scripture teaches that men and women are equal in their value before God, it also 
teaches that they have distinct roles. We believe that, regarding oversight in the home as 
well as in the church, God has put the man in the place of leadership. 

2. The role of women is as equally vital as that of men in field ministries and in all matters, 
that relate to their team. 

3. In addition to biblical guidelines, it should be understood that cultural proprieties may 
further eliminate some types of ministries for either men or women. 

 
9. Communication and Reporting 

 
1. Quarterly written communications with supporters and regular communication with 

ABWE Canada administration are required. 
2. An annual report and annual Statement of Commitment is also required for all missionary 

personnel.  
3. Missionaries are expected to maintain open and frequent communications with their 

field team members and national coworkers.  
4. ABWE Canada/ABWE International regularly communicate with the missionary family 

through various platforms. 

 
 
CHAPTER 5: ABWE Administration 

 
1. Field Governance 

 
1. The Global Operations Team (GO Team) oversees ABWE missionaries worldwide.  

a. Regional Directors are appointed by the Global Operations Team and announced to 
the board.  

b. Regional Directors exercise authority over all ABWE missionaries in their region.  
c. Regional Directors must approve all missionary candidates desiring appointment to 

their respective regions.  
d. Regional Directors approve the appointment of field team leaders. 
e. Field Team Leaders, under the leadership of the Regional Director, are directly 

responsible to build teams, lead planning, implement strategy, pursue problem 
resolution, and provide care for their missionaries. 

2. ABWE field teams operate in a variety of organizational structures under the leadership 
of their Regional Director.  

 
2. Field Management 

 
1. Field Transfers  

After the call of God into missionary service, the next most important decision is the 
mission board and field where the missionary will fulfill that call. Before joining a mission 
board there is considerable consultation, both formal and informal, with friends, 
missionaries, pastors, teachers, mission boards, and other individuals.  
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Once the individual or couple has joined ABWE Canada, has been appointed to a 
particular field, and has served on that field, the process of changing to another field 
within ABWE is very important.  

 
The following steps are used to initiate this change when the missionary is serious about 
the desire and advisability of making a change of fields. These steps should also be a 
guideline when considering inviting a pre-field or furloughing missionary to serve for any 
length of time in the home office.  

1. The individual or couple will first talk with their Regional Director and ABWE Canada 
president. 

2. The current Regional Director will consult with the Regional Director of the 
proposed field.  

3. The individual or couple should speak directly with the Regional Director of the 
proposed field of service.  

4. The sending church pastor will be consulted. This step is not taken earlier only 
because adequate information is usually lacking. Also, a visit to the field might be 
wise at this point.  

5. The new field team will be consulted, and an invitation extended if going to an 
existing field.  

6. The proposed change of field is presented to the ABWE Canada Board by the ABWE 
Canada president. 

7. The missionary will work with their sending church to inform all his or her 
supporters of the field transfer. 

 
2. Furlough Ministries  

1. The purpose for furlough is reporting, ministering to supporting churches, 
refreshment, preparation for a subsequent term of service, and enlisting new 
workers.  

2. With the purpose of helping new missionaries adapt to their new culture and 
better assimilate their new language, all first terms on the field will be of four 
years’ duration with any exception being approved by the Regional Director.  

3. After the first term, a flexible furlough schedule may be followed. Time spent on 
furlough shall be based on a ratio of 80 percent on the field and 20 percent off 
the field.  

4. All furlough schedules (leaving and returning) must have prior approval from the 
field team and the Regional Director.  

5. Medical and financial clearances, as well as attendance at the Missionary 
Enrichment Conference, are required every five years for continued field 
ministry.  

6. Any extension of furlough ministry must be approved by the Regional Director 
and by the board if the extension exceeds six months.  

(1) The Regional Director may grant an extension to the furlough ministry of up 
to six months for the purpose of raising required support or for medical 
reasons. The board may extend the length of furlough ministry for up to a 
year, with support, for reasons of health, finances, educational advancement, 
or a special assignment. Extension of greater length, with support, shall be 
approved only in unusual cases when the request relates directly to the board 
or field team objectives and the wishes of the sending church. 
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(2) Extensions for educational purposes will be decided with the following 
guidelines:  
• Every effort should be made to include the studies in the normal 

furlough ministry time or over several furlough ministries.  
• Extended studies during furlough ministry will be approved if such 

studies are needed for the ministry of the missionary (e.g. seminary 
professor or director).  

• Extensions will be granted only after the second term of service and the 
assurance that the missionary will return to the field for at least one 
additional four-year term of service. 

(3) Requests for extensions and notification of the field team should be made at 
least three months before the normal date for return to the field.  

 
3. Leave of Absence  

A leave of absence (LOA) without support shall be necessary for periods beyond the 
normal furlough, unless extension is granted. A LOA without support shall be necessary 
for periods over one year beyond the normal furlough ministry period. A LOA may be 
granted without support for a period of one year, after which time it shall be reviewed by 
the Regional Director and the board Resignation shall be required when circumstances 
indicate that the missionary will not be returning to the field.  

 
4. Travel Away from Field of Service  

Time away from a missionary’s appointed field of service is to fit within the following 
guidelines. These guidelines do not replace, but are adjunct to, the established time 
guidelines for field ministry/home ministry (80/20 ratio) and vacation.  

(1) A Missionaries necessary medical travel will be determined in consultation with the 
medical director, and Field Team Leader. The Regional Director or Executive 
Director is notified. Prolonged stays in North America for medical reasons shall be 
combined with furlough ministry time unless the missionary is incapacitated to the 
extent that he or she is unable to visit supporters. Medical evacuations may be an 
exception to the normal approval process. The medical director, Field Team Leader 
and Regional Director are to be notified as soon as possible.  

(2) Family emergency travel (e.g. critical illness or death of an immediate family 
member, severe crisis in the life of a child) requires the approval of the Field Team 
Leader and the Regional Director or Executive Director. Immediate family members 
are defined as children, parents, grandparents, grandchildren, and siblings of the 
missionary. Family emergency travel is considered either furlough ministry or 
vacation, depending upon the missionary’s wishes.  

(3) Any travel to North America the Field Team Leader and Regional Director must give 
their approval and the sending church must be notified. Personal travel must also 
fit within the vacation time guidelines.  

(4) Ministry travel while taking the missionary away from the field of service, does not 
have to fit within the furlough ministry and vacation guidelines, but must receive 
the approval of the Field Team Leader and Regional Director.  
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5. End of service with ABWE  
1. Termination of career missionary service with ABWE Canada, whether by 

resignation or dismissal, shall be considered graciously and prayerfully on the basis 
of full communication between the missionary, ABWE leadership, and the sending 
church.  

2. ABWE Canada reserves the right to terminate the service of a missionary at any 
time at the sole discretion of the board. 

3. Unless exceptions are granted by the board, no resignations or dismissals shall be 
finalized while the missionary is on the field.  

4. Any missionary who resigns or is dismissed will not return to the location/city 
where he/she served with ABWE Canada, unless released from this agreement by 
ABWE Canada.  

 
 
CHAPTER 6: Grievance and Biblical Dispute Resolution Policy 
 
An ABWE Canada missionary has the right to file a written grievance with the office of the Vice 
President of Global Operations if he or she has a complaint that cannot be resolved within the 
normal administrative structure.  
 
The Regional Director and Executive Director of any cases affecting missionaries under their 
supervision will be informed of the grievance once it is brought to the appeals committee. The 
appeals committee comprised of the Vice President of Mobilization, Vice President of Global 
Operations, and one furloughing missionary will meet monthly, as needed, to review any 
grievances submitted. This committee will determine the legitimacy of grievances filed. All 
appeals that this committee deems valid will be sent to a larger Grievance Committee for 
review and further investigation.  
 
The Grievance Committee itself will be comprised of one member of ABWE’s Senior Leadership 
Team, Vice President of Global Operations, two missionaries, and one local church pastor. This 
committee will meet monthly as needed to recommend action for cases brought to them by 
the Appeals Committee. The committee can choose to request mediation and/or ask for 
statements from all sides or take actual testimony and evidence before reaching its arbitration 
decision. The Grievance Committee decisions will be considered binding for internal and 
employment purposes. However, if an appeal is requested then an outside arbitrator may be 
appointed. 
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The structure of this grievance policy is illustrated in the following diagram: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
CHAPTER 7: ABWE Missionary Finance 
 
1. Ministry 

 
1. Support 

1. The living and ministry needs of a missionary shall be met through dependence by 
faith on God’s supply. 

2. A missionary shall be fully supported (100 percent) before leaving for or returning 
to the field. 

 
2. Travel 

1. Reimbursement from a missionary’s account may be received for the following 
reasons: 

• Necessary medical travel (including those family members who must travel 
with the individual requiring medical attention in North America) 

• Family emergency of an immediate family member (one trip per crisis) 

• Ministry travel (includes those family members’ essential to the specific 
ministry) 

• Vacations (see vacation policy in Missionary Finance policies) 
2. Personal funds will be used for personal travel. 
3. When personal trips are combined with trips in another travel category, the primary 

purpose for the trip will determine the source of the funds (i.e. from support or 
from personal funds). 

4. Travel funds will be reported as taxable income to the missionary to the extent 
required by law. 
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3. Ministry Projects *see 8.0 Project Review Policy 
1. Projects have great value for enhancing the field ministries and additional funds 

may be raised for their development. 
2. Approval process: 

• All projects must be first approved by the field team and the Regional 
Director. 

• The Regional Director must consult with the ABWE Project Office on major 
projects (presently defined as over $250,000) which are then submitted to the 
board finance and audit committee for approval. The Regional Director must 
have approval from the Executive Director of Projects on any project 
anticipated to be in excess of $250,000. A standard project is less than three 
stories and the total project (not individual phases) would be less than 
$250,000. 

 
2. Personal 

 
1. Standards 

1. Missionaries shall exercise moderation in their standard of living. 
2. Missionaries must live within their means and may not go into debt for personal or 

ministry expenses. 
 

2. Housing on the Field 
1. For the sake of testimony before the nationals and prudence in the use of the Lord’s 

money, the type and location of housing shall be decided in consultation with the 
field team or established team policy. 

2. Normally, after the first term a missionary shall have the option to buy a personal 
residence. (see ABWE Missionary Financial Policies, incorporated by reference as if 
fully stated herein) 

3. Authorization of housing purchases on the field shall include: 

• Field team or country coordinator approval. 

• Director of Missionary Finance approval. 
4. Missionaries who buy a home on the field must sign the “Standard Agreement 

Form,” which outlines the conditions for acquiring a residence on the field. The 
terms of that agreement are binding and apply as if fully incorporated herein. 

5. The missionary should carefully weigh the risk of legal and financial complications in 
owning property outside one’s own country, such as fluctuation in monetary 
exchange, restrictions in transferring funds to North America, and problems in 
marketing property before departure. 

6. The missionary owning property overseas shall assume sole responsibility and shall 
not presume upon ABWE Canada or any of its missionaries for any details in its 
disposal. 

7. Care should be exercised so that all matters are handled ethically for the sake of 
testimony to nationals and the fellow missionaries. 

8. Under the terms of the Standard Agreement Form, all property must be held in the 
name of the missionary alone, and not by ABWE Canada. 
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3. Outside Employment 
ABWE Canada missionaries shall be fully engaged in our ABWE mission program. There 
may be occasions on the field when a missionary shall be permitted to accept outside 
employment as long as it benefits the field ministry. The guidelines for such employment 
specify that: 

1. No missionary may accept a remunerative position without the approval of the 
Regional Director and sending church. 

2. The remuneration must be reported to the ABWE Canada Missionary Finance 
Department. 

3. Income from approved outside employment or activities will lower the support level 
accordingly or may be used for ministry, education, passage, or outfit expensed.  
However, there may be tax issues to consider. ABWE Canada is not responsible for 
any tax-reporting requirements that may arise for a missionary who receives 
additional income from approved outside employment; the missionary remains 
solely responsible to comply with any and all tax reporting requirements for such 
income. 

4. While on furlough ministry, missionaries shall give priority to the restoration of 
physical, emotional, and spiritual vitality for the sake of an effective ministry in 
supporting churches. Missionaries shall not be permitted to engage in substantial 
outside employment, except upon special arrangement with the Regional Director. 

 
3. Education 

 
1. MK Education – Because of our care for missionary children, a reasonable amount of 

funds may be raised for education. 
 

2. Continuing Education – Time used for continuing education cannot be a substitute for an 
ABWE typical work week without Regional Director approval. 

(1) Reimbursement for educational expenses (tuition, fees, and books) of prefield and 
first-term missionaries will be permitted providing: 

• The courses contribute directly to their future ministry. 

• For prefield missionaries, the education expense must fulfill the prerequisites 
required by CEIM and the applicable Executive Director. 

• For first term missionaries, the education must be approved previously by the 
Regional Director. 

• Funds are available in the missionary’s account from gifts specifically 
designated for that purpose. 

(2) Missionaries may be reimbursed from their account for educational expenses 
(tuition, fees, and books) after completing their first term (four years) of service 
provided: 

• The courses contribute directly to their future ministry. 

• Approval of the Regional Director is obtained previously. 

• Funds are available in the missionary’s account from gifts specifically 
designated for that purpose.  
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4. Retirement and Resignations 
 

1. Retirement Program 
(1) The financial retirement policy for missionaries is based on the ABWE Canada group 

Registered Retirement Savings Plan, Old Age Security, the Canadian Pension Plan, 
and limited support from local churches. 

(2) Continued missionary service after normal retirement age shall be based upon the 
capacity of each person to function normally in all that his position in ABWE Canada 
requires. Approval for continued service on the field shall be issued on a year-by-
year basis upon recommendation of the field team and the approval of the Regional 
Director. 
 

2. Resignation or Termination Support Severance 
Whether by resignation or dismissal, for the sake of equity, all financial arrangements 
shall follow a uniform pattern, to be determined by the board on a case-by-case basis, 
according to the following principles. 

(1) Financial considerations are based on length of service, departure circumstances, 
and ABWE Canada Board discretion. 

(2) Generally, one month of support per three years of service will be granted following 
the resignation date subject to funds available. 

(3) Support will stop the month the missionary secures employment or marries, 
whichever is sooner. 

(4) A missionary who resigns as an appointee shall receive one month’s support after 
the resignation date. 

(5) In most cases, all other benefits will end on the resignation date. 

 
 
CHAPTER 8: Training Policies 

 
1. Values 
 

1. The training program of ABWE Canada is based upon the conviction that an 
organization that values excellence will value training. 

2. Missionaries with ABWE Canada are encouraged to be life-long learners, always 
increasing in their knowledge of, and effectiveness in their ministry responsibilities. 

3. ABWE Canada partners with ABWE International’s training division, the Center for 
Excellence in International Ministries, to foster a mission-wide appreciation for the 
value of using adult learning principles in teaching and training. 

 
2. Core Training 
 

1. Parallel Processes 
In that the preparation of a missionary for long-term service includes both the 
raising of necessary support and the completion of pre-field development 
assignments, these are presented as parallel processes to the ABWE Canada 
missionary, both of which must be completed before the missionary is able to 
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receive clearance from pre-field ministry. These parallel processes are illustrated in 
the following diagram: 
 

 
 

2. Assignments 
1. General Assignments: General Assignments are those that are assigned to all 

ABWE Canada long-term missionaries for completion during pre-field ministry. 
These include certain reading assignments, evangelism and discipleship 
experience assignments, core training seminars (see below), religious 
worldview research, and eco-factor research. 
 

2. Specific Assignments: Specific assignments are given to individual 
missionaries based upon two sets of data: the information provided by the 
applicant during the application process and the results of the Bible and 
theology entrance exams. 
 

• Individual factors and the Missionary Development Grid 
In processing the data submitted by the missionary, CEIM personnel 
examine the education, ministry experience, professional training, 
cultural preparation, and language/linguistic experience of the candidate, 
while keeping in mind the candidate’s intended place and type of 
ministry. This process is illustrated by the Missionary Development Grid – 
Pre-Field Phase worksheet. Based upon this analysis, additional 
assignments, such as specialized evangelism courses, theological 
education seminars, and basic Bible course will be given. 

• Bible and Theology Entrance Exams 
Each missionary candidate is required to take a Bible/Theology exam as 
part of the candidating process. The results of the exam will be used to 
assess the need of the missionary for additional biblical/theological 
training, especially in those situations when poor grades in certain 
subjects already studied formally bring into doubt the missionary’s 
knowledge of subjects vital to the success of his or her missionary 
ministry. 

 
3. Varieties of Core Training 

1. For Long-Term Missionaries 
All long-term missionaries are required to participate in the following 
seminars during the period of their pre-field ministry: 

• Good Soil Evangelism and Discipleship 
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• Essential Missions components 

• Field Preparation Seminar 
2. Adult Short-Term Missionaries 

All Adult Short-Term missionaries are encouraged to participate in the Adult 
Short-Term training seminar, a joint venture of the CEIM and Mobilization 
Departments. 
 

4. Pre-Field Coaching 
Based upon their regions of ministry, Pre-Field missionaries will be assigned to a 
member of the CEIM team who will serve as coach to them until they complete 
their Pre-Field assignments and receive formal clearance from CEIM. The coaches 
will remain in regular contact with them, answering questions and helping them to 
stay on track in regard to the Pre-Field development process. 
 

 

 
 

3. Bible Track 
 

ABWE Canada missionaries come from various educational backgrounds. Though the 
ideal would be for each missionary to have completed a full Bible degree before applying, 
many of those who come to ABWE Canada have completed degrees in other fields. Those 
with little-or-no Bible education are encouraged to continue working toward a degree at 
a recognized Bible college or seminary. Certain fields may require higher degrees of 
Bible/theological training. Recognizing that it would be a hardship for some to go back to 
school full-time, only a basic set of core Bible courses has been assigned. These courses 
must be completed during Pre-Field ministry. (This needs to be field specific considered. 
Some fields, where education is important, will need higher degrees) 
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1. Four Basic Bible courses 

• Methods of Bible Study 

• The Old Testament Story (New Testament Survey) 

• The New Testament Story (New Testament Survey) 

• Basic Missional Theology (Systematic Theology or Bible Doctrines) 
The missionary may take these 3-credit undergraduate courses from any recognized 
institution, as long as they are transferable accredited, and of like faith. However, they 
are available from CEIM, both online and onsite, with the titles given above, at a fraction 
of the cost. 
 

2. Additional Bible Assignments 
Additional Bible assignments will be given as necessary to help those whose oral exams, 
test scores, or transcripts indicate areas of weakness. Those who desire to be involved in 
church-planting are encouraged to complete a Bible or theological degree. 
 

3. Continuing Education 
(1) Academic – Opportunities will be made available for ABWE Canada missionaries 

to continue their formal education through agreements established with Clark 
Summit University and Baptist Bible Seminary. In addition, those who are 
engaged in formal education in another institution will be encouraged to 
complete requirements for a degree in that program. 

(2) Informal – Those ABWE missionaries who are not currently enrolled in a formal 
education program are expected to invest at least one week each year in a 
variety of informal learning opportunities provided by ABWE or non-ABWE 
sources. That learning may take the form of seminars, webinars, ministry related 
reading, or other informal education that helps them to stay current in their 
ministry, and to grow in their knowledge and skills. At least one goal on each 
annual report should be related in some way to learning. 

(3) Professional Training and Certification – Those desiring to specialize in camping, 
sports ministries, etc., will be assigned training in their ministry areas. In 
addition, doctors, nurses, aviators, and others requiring specialized certification 
will be helped by CEIM in cooperation with other ABWE entities. 
 

4. Leadership Core Training (Toolbox) 
 

ABWE leaders will participate in a number of training programs that will serve as “tools” in 
their “toolbox” of leadership competencies.  
 

5. On-Field Training 
 

1. Leadership  
Missionaries who serve as field team leaders will receive on-field or regional training 
intended to promote the development and maintenance of leadership skills.  

 
2. Team  

On-field and regional training will be provided for field teams on a regular basis.  
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6. International Theological Education 
 
ABWE Canada missionaries and their partners involved with Christian colleges, seminaries, 
and ministry training programs worldwide will receive help and training from the ABWE 
Canada Director of International Theological Education.  
 
All missionaries involved primarily in theological education must complete required 
seminars to prepare them for cross-cultural ministry and curriculum design. 

 
7. Core Training for ABWE Constituents 

 
Training will be provided by CEIM in cooperation with other ABWE divisions for churches, 
church leaders, and agencies partnering with ABWE and ABWE personnel. 

 
 
CHAPTER 9: ABWE Project Review Policy 
 
1. Introduction 
 

This policy is formulated in the spirit of accountability to the local churches we serve and our 
desire to make excellent decisions with complete integrity. It is not intended that every 
project should be reviewed, or that some individual will necessarily override the wisdom 
available from the field decision-making body. We want to strengthen our decisions in areas 
where there may be a potential for weakness, and help to protect ABWE Canada 
missionaries, personnel, assets, and reputation across the globe. Reviewing proposed 
projects according to uniform standards and principles is essential to coordinating and 
achieving long-term success towards ABWE’s mission and purpose. 

 
2. Assumptions 
 

1. An ABWE project is any acquisition, sale, or development of land and/or buildings where 
ABWE will be the sole or partial source of resources for the project, or sole or partial 
beneficiary of the project.  

2. It is assumed that the program need, which drives a proposed project has already been 
reviewed and considered valid and viable. This includes a field vote and director 
approval, but it is not limited to those.  

3. Professional, skilled assistance is almost always available to consult with us. It is our 
ethical responsibility to employ them where they can contribute to the wise use of 
resources. 

 
3. Policy Statement 

 
1. Because 1 Corinthians 4:2 admonishes us, “Now it is required that those who have been 

given a trust must prove faithful,”  
2. And because ABWE Canada has an ethical responsibility to assure wise use of resources,  
3. Regional Directors will be responsible to identify “high risk” projects and submit them to 

the Executive Director of Projects for review prior to approval.  
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4. The Regional Director must have approval from the Executive Director of Projects on any 
project anticipated to be in excess of $250,000. A standard project is less than three 
stories and the total project (not individual phases) would be less than $250,000. 

5. The Executive Director of Projects may, as a consultant, review projects as needed.  
6. The project review will be specifically tailored for the project in question and will include 

but is not limited to the evaluation of: decision making, design, construction 
management, cost, and financial and organization impact. 

 
4. High-Risk Project Definition 

 
By “high risk” we are referring to projects which have a probability for significant financial 
loss as a result of:  

• Poor or unwise decisions; 

• Inaccurate cost estimates;  

• Loss of internal morale due to getting involved in a project without the ability to 
manage it  

• Loss of credibility with supporters and churches  

• Unwise or illegal utilization of volunteers;  

• Loss of internal stability due to lack of field unity on the project;  

• High financial risks, with little or no protection; or 

• Relationships or partnerships with organizations or entities that have not been 
confirmed as trustworthy, and which have a direct connection with the project. 

 
5. Risk Factors to Consider 

 
1. Size of Project  

The size of a project may be measured in money or amount of space. While these 
numbers increase in a lineal fashion, the issues that make a project more difficult to 
manage increase in a geometric fashion.  
 

2. Complexity of Project  
There are many things which make a project more complex. Generally speaking, they 
may be grouped into two categories: 1) a specialty type of use or 2) a specialty type of 
design requirement. Examples of a specialty type of use include air strip, waste or water 
treatment, energy producing systems, hospitals, etc. Examples of a specialty type of 
design requirement include unstable soil, earthquake risk, high rise construction, 
unconventional materials, etc.  
 

3. Duration  
The longer a project takes, the more likely it will run into trouble. There is more time 
for things to go wrong, sometimes parties involved lose interest, more of the ABWE 
personnel’s initiative is taken from their ministry assignment, field personnel change 
with furlough ministry schedules, etc.  
 

4. Management Skill Available  
Management’s basic responsibility is to make wise use of limited resources. Assuring 
that all ABWE projects have capable management is part of administration’s 
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responsibility to the donors and churches. When considering the management a 
project will receive, the following factors are important:  

• Project management must be a specific individual’s responsibility and committed 
for the duration of the project as that individual’s total or partial ministry 
assignment.  

• Construction management must have some background compatible with all the 
construction risk factors for this particular project.  

• Construction management must have construction expertise in the methods and 
materials anticipated for the project.  

• Contract administration must have a level of contracting expertise equal to the 
project. 

 
6. Regulatory Environment 

 
The regulatory environment in which a project will take place can greatly influence the 
difficulty involved. The kinds of regulations which must be investigated and understood in 
advance include:  

• Professional and trade licensing requirements  
• Zoning and zoning variances 
• Environmental impact 
• Permitting difficulty or complexity  
• Trade or labor restrictions  
• Purchasing difficulty or restrictions  
• Materials shipping difficulty or restrictions  
• Availability and capacity of required utilities 

 
7. Manpower and/or Subcontracting  

 
Projects with a high manpower requirement usually mean higher risk because labour is 
difficult to control. The best means of managing non-volunteer labor risk is by contracting 
work items to others with fixed-price agreements. The problem of managing on-site labor 
then belongs to the subcontractor. However, you now have a new type of risk—that of 
managing subcontractors. If we are providing labour, workers must, where required, be 
properly registered with the government and any applicable regulations must be adhered 
to, including the payment of required employment taxes. 
 

8. Large Number of Volunteers Being Used  
 

If the work is going to be accomplished through the use of volunteer labour, the greater 
the number and size of volunteer teams, the greater the potential for management 
problems. If a problem was to occur, it would probably have a greater negative impact on 
our public relations. Per the policies of the Project Office, which are incorporated as if fully 
set forth herein, all volunteers must pass a background check, either through ABWE or 
their sending organization, and obtain and show proof of appropriate insurance. 
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9. Construction Safety and Liability 
 

All projects involve construction details and processes that involve some degree of hazard 
and liability. Projects that deserve special consideration include: 

• Large clear-span roofs  
• Multiple-story buildings  
• Towers or similar structures  
• Excavations in unstable soil and/or deep trenches  
• Steep roofs  
• Use of potentially dangerous large equipment such as cranes, excavators, etc., 
• Blasting 
• High-voltage electric lines and combustible fuels  

 
Addendum: Sound safety procedures are an important part of managing this risk. Property 
damage and bodily injury insurance are mandatory where it is the common practice. On 
insured projects, all subcontractors must provide their own insurance. 

 
10. Project decision making 

Many decisions go into bringing a project from the idea stage to completion. The values, 
needs, forces, and agendas that drive these decisions are always complex. Projects must be 
driven by “real,” well-considered needs and opportunities. Part of a Regional Director’s 
responsibility is to look for danger signals which can result in a poorly researched project.  

 
 
CHAPTER 10: ABWE Canada Child Protection Policy 
 
1. Introduction 

 
As a Christian organization, ABWE Canada affirms the Bible as the final rule and authority for 
our lives and ministry (2 Timothy 3:16, 17; 2 Peter 1:19-21; Psalm 18:30) which are both to 
be visible demonstrations of God’s love and purity in this world. ABWE Canada also affirms 
the Bible to be the final authority in evaluating culture. We recognize that Biblical standards 
of holiness may prevent us from engaging in questionable behaviour even if it is acceptable 
in some cultures. Similarly, our spiritual sensitivity may keep us from certain behaviour that 
would otherwise be permissible according to Biblical standards, but not appropriate to the 
culture in which we are serving or offensive to the people among whom we serve. (1 
Corinthians 10:23-24) 
 
ABWE Canada seeks to maintain a living and working environment that honours God, 
expecting missionaries, staff and volunteers to follow the Biblical standards for holy living, as 
interpreted in ABWE Canada’s Policy Manual and to be above reproach in every way. (1 
Corinthians 10: 31; Titus 2:7; 2 Timothy 3:2, Ephesians 4:29-32) Where inappropriate 
conduct by a missionary, staff person, or volunteer is alleged, ABWE Canada will take the 
allegations seriously and will make every effort to respond with sensitivity and concern for 
all involved, handling complaints/allegations in a fair and just manner, consistent with 
Biblical guidelines. 
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ABWE Canada has within its care many children. ABWE Canada takes seriously its 
responsibility to protect and safeguard the welfare of these children. As a result, this policy 
has been created to lay out ABWE Canada policy and guidelines for the protection of these 
children. ABWE Canada is committed to listening to, relating effectively with and valuing 
children whilst ensuring their protection when under ABWE Canada care. Any person 
working with children should be given support and training. Where possible, ABWE Canada 
seeks to minimize the risk of an event of child abuse by effective recruitment screening and 
making people aware of the risks and the policy. Paramount, however, is having a system for 
dealing with concerns about possible abuse. 
  
ABWE Canada has a zero-tolerance policy on abuse, harassment or molestation of any 
person. 
 

2. Definitions 
 

For the purposes of this document, staff refers to: missionaries, paid staff and volunteers. 
Individuals are considered children when they are fifteen (15) years old and younger. Sexual 
misconduct is defined in the following terms. 
 
1. Sexual Abuse 

Sexual abuse is a violation of human rights which may be defined as any sexual comment 
or conduct that is known, or ought reasonably to be known, to be inappropriate. It may 
involve behaviour or comments of a sexual nature that intimidate, humiliate, or demean 
another person. 
 

2. Sexual Exploitation 
Sexual exploitation is defined as taking advantage of a position of power or authority over 
another person. A sexual relationship is exploitive if one person has a professional 
relationship towards another – regardless of consent. It is sexual contact or invitation to 
contact by a person in a position of power or authority – whether or not there is consent 
from the other individual involved. 
 

3. Sexual Harassment 
Sexual harassment is any behaviour where one party is victim to unwelcome sexual 
advances, requests for sexual favours, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual 
nature. The offended party may not resist the behaviour for fear of consequences. 
 

4. Child Abuse falls into five main categories: 
(1) Physical Injury 

Actual or likely deliberate physical injury to a child more than reasonable discipline, 
or willful or neglectful failure to prevent physical injury or suffering to a child. 

(2) Neglect 
Persistent or severe neglect of a child or failure to protect a child from exposure to 
any kind of danger, including cold and starvation, or extreme failure to carry out 
important aspects of care, resulting in the significant impairment of the child’s 
health or development, including non-organic failure to thrive. 
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(3) Sexual Abuse 
Actual or likely exploitation of a child or adolescent. The employment of physical 
and/or emotional sexual stimuli or acts in the presence (visual, auditory, or physical) 
of an individual or upon an individual, with or without consent. 

(4) Emotional Abuse 
Actual or likely persistent or severe emotional ill treatment or rejection resulting in 
severe adverse effects on the emotional, physical, and/or behavioural development 
of a child. All abuse involves some emotional ill treatment. This category is used 
where it is the main or sole form of abuse. 

(5) Organized/Multiple Abuse 
Organized or multiple abuses may be defined as abuse involving one or more 
abuser and a number of related or non-related abused children and young people. 
The abusers concerned may be acting in concert to abuse children, sometimes 
acting in isolation, or may be using an institutional framework or position of 
authority to recruit children for abuse. Organized and multiple abuse occur both as 
part of a network of abuse across a family or community, and within institutions 
such as residential homes or schools.  (The basis of some of these definitions 2.4 are 
taken from the UK Department of Health ‘Working Together under the Children Act 
1989’). 

 
3. Possible Signs and Indicators of Child Abuse 

 
The following signs and types of behaviour may be indicators that abuse has taken place. 
However, in themselves and in isolation they are not evidence of abuse though they may 
suggest abuse. Thus, the possibility should be considered, especially if a child exhibits several 
of the signs or a pattern emerges of when or how a child exhibits such signs or behaviour. 
Please note that this list is not exhaustive. 

 
1. Physical Signs of Abuse 

o Any injuries not consistent with the explanation given for them 
o Injuries that occur to the body in places not normally exposed to falls, rough 

games etc. For example, black eyes, unexplained facial bruising, torn inside 
upper lip (frenulum) 

o Injuries which have not received medical attention 
o Neglect – under nourishment, failure to grow, constant hunger, untreated 

illnesses, listlessness etc. 
o Reluctance to change for or participate in games or swimming 
o Repeated urinary infections or unexplained tummy pains 
o Bruises, bites, burns, fractures etc. which do not have an accidental 

explanation 
o Cuts/scratches/substance abuse 

 
2. Indicators of Possible Sexual Abuse 

o Excessive preoccupation with sexual matters and a detailed knowledge of 
adult sexual behavior 

o Inappropriate sexual play/language 
o Child who is sexually proactive or seductive with adults 
o Severe sleep disturbance 
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o Disturbed eating patterns e.g. anorexia, bulimia 
o Escape attempts e.g. running away, refusing to go home 
o Changes in behaviour e.g. bed wetting 
o Recurrent urinary tract infections 

 
3. Emotional Signs of Abuse 

o Changes or regression in mood or behaviour e.g. withdrawal, becoming clingy, 
aggressive, depressed 

o Nervousness 
o Obsessions or phobias 
o Sudden under achievement or lack of concentration 
o Attention seeking behavior 
o Inappropriate relationships 
o Persistent tiredness 

     
Please see Appendix 1 for advice on how to respond to a child who wants to talk about abuse. 
 
4. What to Do If There Is a Suspicion of Sexual Misconduct 
 

1. You must report any concern of sexual misconduct to the ABWE Regional Director, as 
soon as possible. The ABWE Regional Director will report the information to ABWE 
Corporate Counsel. A confidential written incident report will be provided to the ABWE 
Canada president or Chairperson of the ABWE Canada Board depending on the suspicion 
or allegation. 

2. In the event of a suspicion being reported, the ABWE Corporate Counsel will be 
responsible for overseeing the case along with reporting to the necessary local police 
authorities, family members, and sending church if appropriate. 

3. If the suspicions involve the ABWE Regional Director, the person should report to the 
ABWE   Canada president who will oversee the case along with reporting to the local 
police authorities, if appropriate. 

4. The ABWE Regional Director has responsibility for: 
Ensuring that all people involved with ABWE Canada ministries, including administrative 
and paid staff, are aware of the ABWE Canada’s Sexual Misconduct and Child Protection 
Policy. 
After conferring with ABWE Corporate Counsel, coordinating action by staff in cases of 
suspected sexual misconduct or abuse. 
Informing the ABWE Canada president. 
Confidentiality is of utmost importance and suspicions will not be discussed with anyone 
other than those nominated above. 
Where appropriate, reporting to the police (if misconduct is of a criminal nature) and 
Social Services of the country of the victim, after conferring with ABWE Corporate 
Counsel. 
Seeking advice from appropriate agencies where necessary.    

 
5. Allegations of Sexual Misconduct 

 
If sexual misconduct is alleged, thorough investigation will take place under the direction of 
the ABWE Regional Director and according to ABWE’s Moral Failure Policy (P&Ps 2.3.14). 
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During the investigation process ABWE Canada will suspend the individual from active 
participation in ABWE Canada activities until such investigation is complete and closed. 
Should the investigation prove misconduct, the perpetrator will be dismissed from the 
organization. ABWE Canada has a zero-tolerance policy on confirmed allegations of such 
misconduct. 

 
The ABWE Regional Director will:   

1. Check and verify that there is a cause for concern. It should be noted that even 
when a case may seem minor, the full extent of abuse might only emerge after 
time. Also, a minor event may have a major impact on the child. 

2. Pending an inquiry, whether by ABWE or by the appropriate authority in the 
country in which the alleged offence occurred, the accused should be suspended 
from work. This is necessary to protect the victim and others. ABWE Canada’s 
responsibility must, first and foremost, be to the victim though every attempt will 
be made to assist the alleged perpetrator/s also. 

3. Where emergency medical attention is necessary, the ABWE Regional Director will 
contact the Medical Officer and also inform them of any suspicion of misconduct. 

4. Key questions must be asked when a suspicion of child abuse is raised. 
(1) Is ABWE Canada able to ensure the safety of the child? 

Consideration of moving the potential abuser should be given. The child may 
also be moved, but this should only be considered after consideration has 
been made of moving the suspected perpetrator. 

(2) Is ABWE Canada satisfied that the arrangements made will prevent further 
acts of abuse? 

(3) Can ABWE Canada make an appropriate plan for the future of the family? 
In response to the first two questions immediately above, the child should not 
normally remain under the same roof as the perpetrator. Where possible, the 
child should remain in their home, in order to retain some kind of normality.  
However, it should be recognized that whoever has to move, the child may 
feel guilt and skilled intervention is required. 

 
6. Support and Therapeutic Intervention 

 
It is essential for victims and abusers, or those suspected, to receive full and skilled support 
and therapeutic intervention. This is a specialist area and if ABWE, at that time, does not 
have the relevant personnel or access to them, repatriation should again be considered. 
Such counselling of the child should not occur until after the child has given evidence (in the 
event of a court case) because this could be seen as contaminating the evidence. 
 
Pastoral support should also be offered to anyone involved in the case, such as the person/s 
who reported the case, the coordinators and other ABWE Canada members who feel 
hurt/shock/guilt.         

 
7. Appointing Children’s Workers 

 
In appointing children’s workers, including those only with ABWE Canada for short periods of 
time, the following procedure should be followed: 
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1. All applicants should complete a CV/application form. If their home country law 
permits, they should also declare whether they have ever been convicted, charged, 
or cautioned. Criminal (Police) record checks (CRC or PRC) will be provided for the 
home jurisdiction and the area of mission activity. Such applications and CRC’s will 
be kept on record for 75 years. This information will be needed for evidence in 
potential defense situations in the future. 

2. Any gaps in employment record should be checked. 
3. At least two referees should be taken (more for long term applicants) and a 

telephone follow up should be made if necessary. 
4. For long-term members, the psychological assessment should be checked to ensure 

that there are no unresolved issues in the person’s life, which may render them 
more susceptible to becoming an abuser. 
 

8. Other Procedures Relating to Child Protection 
 

Any group activity outside of normal church/school activities, e.g. school holiday, children’s 
club, should have clear arrangements regarding issues such as: ratio of adults to children; 
register of children and workers; parental consent requirements; keeping a log book of 
activities, incidents etc.; sleeping arrangements; first aid; travel; safety. The ABWE Team 
Leader should approve these arrangements. 
 

9. Conclusion 
 

This policy in and of itself cannot prevent sexual misconduct. However, it is a commitment 
by ABWE Canada to deal with sexual misconduct seriously, fairly, and with all consideration 
to the victim(s). It relies on ABWE Canada missionaries, short-term volunteers, and volunteer 
staff to be observant and to raise any concern, no matter how minor with the appropriate 
authority. 

 
Appendix 1: How to Respond to A Child Who Wants to Talk About Abuse 

 
It is difficult to give precise advice about what to do if a child opens up to you, as each situation 
will be unique. However, some general points are as follows: 

o Show acceptance of what the child says, however unlikely it may sound 
o Keep calm and look at the child directly 
o Be honest. Tell the child that you will need to let someone else know (do not 

promise confidentiality). 
o Even when a child has broken a rule, they are not to blame for the abuse 
o Be aware that the child may have been bribed or threatened not to tell 
o Never push for information.  Let the child know that you are always ready to listen if 

they want to tell you more.   
Helpful Things to Say or Show: 

o I believe you (or show acceptance of what the child says). 
o Thank you for telling me. 
o It’s not your fault. 
o I will help you. 
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Don’t Say:  
o Why haven’t you told anyone before? 
o I can’t believe it/Are you sure this is true? 
o Who/why/when/where/how? 
o I am shocked! 

When Concluding: 
o Reassure the child they were right to tell you. 
o Let them know what you are going to do next and that you will let them know. 
o Contact the person responsible in ABWE Canada. 
o Consider your own feelings and seek pastoral support if needed. 
o Make notes as soon as possible after the meeting, writing down exactly what was 

said and what was happening immediately beforehand. 
o Keep these records safely for an indefinite period. 

 
 
CHAPTER 11: Anti-Harassment Policy 
 
1. Policy Statement 
 

It is the policy of ABWE Canada (“ABWE”) to prohibit a hostile environment and/or 
harassment on the basis of race, color, sex, age, disability, marital status, veteran status, 
national origin, or any other factor prohibited by law. All ABWE employees, officers, agents, 
independent contractors, and volunteers (“employee(s)”) must comply with this policy at all 
times, including but not limited to situations on ABWE property, involving an ABWE project, 
performed within or for ABWE ministry, or occurring during a social event conducted or 
sponsored by ABWE. Violations of this policy may result in disciplinary action. ABWE will also 
not condone harassment of an employee by personnel of any partner, vendor, or other 
entity or individual who has a relationship to the employee through the work of ABWE. 

 
2. Harassment 
 

Harassment, other than sexual harassment, is where a person engages in verbal or physical 
conduct that denigrates or shows hostility to an employee because of race, color, age, or 
national origin, or any other factor prohibited by law, when the conduct has the purpose or 
effect of unreasonably interfering with the employee’s performance, or creating an 
intimidating, hostile, or offensive work environment, or otherwise adversely affecting the 
individual’s employment opportunities.   
  
Harassment may include, but is not limited to:  

• Verbal abuse;  

• Ridicule, including slurs, epithets, or stereotyping;  

• Offensive jokes or comments;  

• Threatening, intimidating, or hostile acts;  

• Displaying or distributing offensive materials, writings, graffiti, pictures, or other 
media. 
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3. Sexual Harassment 
  

Sexual harassment is included among the prohibitions. It is the policy of ABWE International 
to prohibit all sexual harassment and provide a work place that is free of sexual harassment. 
Each individual has the right to work in a professional atmosphere, which promotes equal 
opportunities and prohibits discriminatory practices, including sexual harassment. At ABWE, 
sexual harassment, whether verbal, physical, or environmental, is unacceptable and will not 
be tolerated.   
  
Sexual harassment (regardless of whether intentional or not) is defined as unwelcome 
sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical sexual conduct 
(collectively “conduct”) when any of the following is also true:    

• Submission to such conduct is made, either explicitly or implicitly, a term or 
condition of an individual’s employment;  

• Submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as the basis for 
employment decisions affecting the individual; or  

• Such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an 
individual’s work performance; or  

• Such conduct is sufficiently severe or pervasive as to alter the terms, privileges, or 
conditions of employment and create an objectively abusive, intimidating, hostile, 
or offensive working environment.  

 
Conduct that may meet this definition of sexual harassment includes, but is not limited to, 
the following examples: 

• repeated sexual jokes;  

• flirtation, advances, or propositions;  

• verbal abuse of a sexual nature;  

• graphic, verbal commentary about an individual’s body, sexual prowess, or sexual 
deficiencies;  

• leering or whistling of a sexual nature;  

• grabbing, pinching, or other inappropriate touching of a sexual nature;  

• suggestive, insulting, or obscene comments or gestures of a sexual nature;   

• displaying in the work-place sexually-suggestive, sexually-demeaning, or 
pornographic objects, pictures, reading material, or other media. 

 
4. Reporting Complaints 
 

All management personnel within ABWE Canada/ABWE International are responsible for 
responding to and eliminating any and all forms of harassment of which they are aware. Any 
management personnel who are made aware of harassment and fail to take corrective 
action pursuant to this policy will be subject to discipline up to, and including, termination.   
  
This policy covers all employees, managers, supervisors, agents, officers, and volunteers of 
ABWE. ABWE will also not tolerate, condone, or allow harassment engaged in by outside 
clients or other non-employees who conduct business with ABWE or partner with ABWE. 
ABWE encourages the reporting of all harassment incidents, regardless of who the offender 
may be. Any employee who is involved in, witnesses, or becomes aware of any act which 
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might be considered harassment under this policy is permitted, but not required, to pursue 
resolution of the conduct according to Biblical principles. Regardless, nothing in this clause 
alters the obligation to make timely reports, and all reports made under this policy will be 
handled timely and equally.  
  
Reports should be made to the employee’s Regional Director (“RD”), unless the allegation 
involves the RD, in which case the report should be made directly and only to the Vice 
President of Global Operations (“VP of GO”). In the event of an emergency, if the RD cannot 
be contacted as listed, the employee should contact directly the Executive Director (“ED”). 
The RD or ED will immediately contact the VP of GO and ABWE Canada president (if it 
involves an ABWE Canada missionary) upon receiving the report. If the allegation involves 
any form of criminal assault, the VP of GO, in concert with the ED or RD and the Legal 
Department, will decide if the appropriate authorities should be contacted. In all cases, 
whoever receives an initial report must also provide immediate notice to the Legal 
Department of the report.   
 
All acts of suspected harassment should be reported in good faith.1 ABWE will not retaliate 
in any way against any individual making a good faith report of harassment, nor will ABWE 
permit any supervisor, agent, officer, or employee to do so. Retaliation is a serious violation 
of this harassment policy and should be reported immediately.   
  
ABWE is committed to protecting the privacy of the individuals involved in a report, 
including the reporting individual, the alleged victim(s), and the alleged perpetrator(s). The 
VP of GO, in concert with the ED, will decide which other ABWE personnel need to be 
informed of the report before and/or after an investigation on a need-to-know basis, taking 
into account ministry and field-specific needs. All reports are strictly confidential, and the 
reporting employee may not discuss the fact of the report or the details of the report with 
anyone, except with the individuals designated to investigate and receive the report for 
action. All further communications regarding the allegations, report, and investigation (not 
including conclusions and discipline discussed by the management on a case by case basis) 
must be held in confidence by all individuals who are made aware as needed under this 
policy. Violation of this provision may result in disciplinary action.   
  
This policy applies to communications to supporting or sending churches and donors, and 
any reporter, alleged victim(s), and alleged perpetrator(s) will be liable for violating this 
policy if they disclose confidential information to churches or donors without prior written 
consent from the VP of GO, or whoever is directing the investigation.   
  
All reports of harassment will be examined impartially and resolved as promptly as is 
reasonably possible given the potential international scope of the claims. If an investigation 
is warranted under the standard of “reasonable belief,” the VP of GO, in concert with the RD 
and ED, will task the Legal Department with an investigation.   

  
The results of the investigation, along with management suggestions, will be reported to the 

 
1 A good faith report is any report that is not a willful or deliberate effort to make a false accusation. Reports 
not made in good faith, but willfully or deliberately intending to make a false accusation, may merit 
disciplinary action. 
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Board of ABWE Canada. If the investigation shows that the report is substantiated under the 
preponderance of the evidence, then ABWE Canada will apply the appropriate discipline 
options. Investigation results will be communicated to the alleged victim(s), the reporter, 
and the alleged perpetrator(s).  
  
Appeals may be granted based on new evidence or proof of fraud, but only if filed within 
fifteen (15) days of receipt of Board’s final vote. 

 
 
CHAPTER 12: Vaccination Policy 
 
In order for applicants and ABWE Canada missionaries to receive final medical clearance to 
depart for the field, it is required that they and their family members be current on all 
immunizations recommended by the Public Health Agency of Canada, their provincial 
schedules, and the requirements of foreign jurisdictions for entry into their territory/country.  
 
This policy has been instated not only out of our desire to protect missionary families, teams, 
and children from illness, but also out of recognition that many foreign countries where ABWE 
serves require key vaccinations prior to obtaining a visa. ABWE Canada wishes both to guard 
the health of its workers and ensure ease of access to fields with such vaccination 
requirements. 
  
Questions regarding this policy can be directed to our Mobilization department at 
mobilization@abwe.ca 

 
 
CHAPTER 13: Electronic Use and Social Media Policy 

 
1. Purpose 

 
(1) To better serve our Donors and Missionaries and provide our missionary staff with the 

tools to do their jobs, ABWE Canada makes available to our personnel access to one or 
more forms of electronic media and services, including computers, email, telephones, 
voicemail, fax machines, external electronic bulletin boards, wire services, online services, 
intranet, Internet, and the World Wide Web through ABWE Canada hardware or 
software, and email and other password-protected accounts and usernames (collectively, 
the “Computer System”). 

(2) ABWE Canada encourages the use of the Computer System because they can make 
communication more efficient and effective and because they are valuable sources of 
information about vendors, customers, technology, and new products and services. 
However, all missionary staff and everyone connected with the organization should 
remember that the Computer System purchased with ABWE ministry funds is ABWE 
Canada property and is to be used to glorify God, as well as to facilitate and support 
ABWE Canada business. All computer users have the responsibility to use these resources 
in a professional, ethical, and lawful manner.  
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(3) To ensure that all missionary staff are responsible, the following guidelines have been 
established for any use of any part of the Computer System. No policy can convey rules to 
cover every possible situation. Instead, this policy is designed to express ABWE Canada’s 
philosophy and set forth general principles for use of the Computer System that are 
binding on all missionaries of ABWE Canada. 
 

2. Prohibited Communications  
 

Except as stated otherwise herein, the Computer System may be used only for business 
purposes related to ABWE Canada and your job description. ABWE Canada reserves the right 
to monitor your use of the Computer System at any time to ensure it is being used for this 
purpose.   
  
Missionary Staff of ABWE Canada do not have any privacy right in any information, data, 
or matter created, received, or sent via the Computer System, including emails. ABWE 
Canada expressly reserves the right to monitor, copy, remove, block, or edit any such 
information, especially if such information violates this policy.   
 
Except with written, prior authorization from the ABWE Canada president, the Computer 
System may not be used for knowingly transmitting, retrieving, viewing, or storing any 
communication, information, or data that is:  

1. Discriminatory or harassing on the basis of sex, race, color, national origin, age, 
sexual orientation, or disability;  

2. Obscene, sexually explicit, vulgar, profane, or pornographic;  
3. Used for gambling;  
4. In violation of Copyright laws;  
5. Defamatory;  
6. Threatening or hostile;  
7. In violation of any license governing the use of software;  
8. Endorsing commercial products or services, commercial or other non-profit 

organizations, or political parties or candidates or groups;  
9. Engaged in any purpose that is illegal or contrary to ABWE Canada’s policy or 

business interests, including disclosing confidential or sensitive information about 
ABWE Canada, ABWE International/ABWE Canada investigations, or ABWE 
International/ABWE Canada missionary-related issues, or  

10. Responding to media inquiries that have not been first directed to the ABWE 
Canada president.  

 
3. Personal Use  
  

ABWE Canada’s Computer System is to be used primarily for business/ministry use to assist 
missionary staff in the performance of their jobs. Missionary staff must communicate using 
an ABWE issued email for business/ministry purposes. Limited, occasional, or incidental use 
of the Computer System (including sending or receiving) for personal, nonbusiness 
purposes is understandable and acceptable. However, all such use must be done in a 
manner that does not negatively affect the Computer System’s use for business/ministry 
purposes or detract from the business of ABWE Canada, and ABWE Canada reserves the 
right to monitor your use of the Computer System at any time to ensure this. However, 
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missionary staff are expected to demonstrate a sense of responsibility and not abuse this 
privilege. An example of abuse would be transmitting personal or unauthorized bulk email. 

 
4. Access to Employee Communications  
  

1. Despite how often ABWE Canada manually reviews your activity on the Computer System, 
be aware that your activity is often automatically recorded by the Computer System and 
remains present even when you are not aware of it. For example, email messages are 
often kept on the email server for long periods of time, even if manually deleted by you. 
Similarly, your computer likely has a personalized IP address that may track and record 
movements across the Internet and the Intranet.  

2. ABWE Canada reserves the right, at its discretion, to review any missionary staff activity 
or history of activity on the Computer System. ABWE Canada may conduct this review in 
order to ensure, among other things, that electronic media and services are being used in 
compliance with the law, this policy, and other company policies.  

3. Missionary Staff’s electronic communications on the Computer System are not private 
and you should not assume or expect privacy in your communications. Accordingly, if 
you have sensitive information to transmit, you should use other means. 

 
5. Software/Hardware 
 

The Entire Computer System if purchased with ABWE ministry funds, including all computer 
equipment, software, data and physical files including email and correspondence are the 
property of ABWE Canada and must be treated as such.  
 
Missionary staff agree to promptly report to the ABWE Canada president the loss or misuse 
through violation of this or other policies, of any part of the Computer System, including 
hardware, software, and/or data through theft, suspected theft, misplacing or unauthorized 
access to the same, including details of the circumstances, timing, and data involved. 
 

6. Security/Appropriate Use 
 

1. Missionary staff must respect the confidentiality of other individuals’ electronic 
communications. Except in cases in which explicit authorization has been granted by 
ABWE Canada management, missionary staff are prohibited from engaging in, or 
attempting to engage in:  

• Monitoring or intercepting the files or electronic communications of other 
employees or third parties;  

• Hacking or obtaining access to systems or accounts they are not authorized to use;  
• Using other people's log-ins or passwords; or  
• Breaching, testing, or monitoring computer or network security measures.  

2. No email or other electronic communications may be sent that attempt to hide the 
identity of the sender or represent the sender as someone else except as needed to 
protect ministry activities in restricted countries.  

3. Anyone obtaining electronic access to other companies' or individuals’ materials must 
respect all copyrights and cannot copy, retrieve, modify, or forward copyrighted materials 
except as permitted by the copyright owner.  
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4. All missionary staff must abide by the ABWE Canada Privacy Policy. When sending email 
which may contain private information, missionary staff must include a confidentiality 
notice (suggested wording is included below). If you choose to use your own wording, you 
must have your revision approved by ABWE Canada. Missionary staff should contact the 
ABWE Canada president if they have any questions concerning this policy. 
  
This email message (including attachments, if any) is intended for the use of the individual 
or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, 
proprietary, confidential and exempt from disclosure.  If you are not the intended 
recipient, you are notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this 
communication is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this communication in error, 
please notify the sender and erase this e-mail message immediately. 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
Le présent message électronique (y compris les pièces qui y sont annexées, le cas échéant) 
s'adresse au destinataire indiqué et peut contenir des renseignements de caractère privé 
ou confidentiel. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce document, nous vous signalons 
qu'il est strictement interdit de le diffuser, de le distribuer ou de le reproduire. Si ce 
message vous a été transmis par erreur, veuillez en informer l'expéditeur et le supprimer 
immédiatement. 
  

5. As stated elsewhere in this policy regarding use for business/ministry, missionary staff 
may not forward or further distribute forwarded messages which are not directly related 
to ABWE Canada’s business.  

6. In an effort to reduce SPAM, and as noted elsewhere in this policy regarding use of the 
Computer System for business/ministry purposes only, employees should not use their 
assigned ABWE Canada email addresses for personal purposes such as personal 
subscriptions, non-work- related websites, or social media. 

 
7. Encryption 
 

Missionary staff can use encryption software supplied to them by the Systems Administrator 
for purposes of safeguarding sensitive or confidential business information. Missionary staff 
who use encryption on files stored on a company computer must provide the ABWE Canada 
president with a sealed hard copy record (to be retained in a secure location) of all of the 
passwords and/or encryption keys necessary to access the files. 
 

8. Participation in Online Forums and Social Media 
 

1. Any messages or information sent via the ABWE Canada Computer System by company-
provided facilities to one or more individuals via an electronic network—for example, 
Internet mailing lists, bulletin boards, and online services— can be attributable to ABWE 
Canada as an organization.  

2. ABWE Canada recognizes that participation in some forums might be important to the 
performance of a missionary staff job. For instance, a missionary staff might find the 
answer to a technical problem by consulting members of a news group devoted to the 
technical area. In all statements or communications in such forums, the missionary staff 
should refrain from making statements that disparage ABWE Canada or otherwise violate 
this policy.  
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3. “Social media” is defined as any facility for online publication and commentary, including 
blogs, wikis and social networking sites such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Flickr, and 
YouTube. 

4. “Work-related social media” is defined as any activity conducted online through any form 
of social media in your capacity as an ABWE Canada missionary staff, including activities 
conducted with an ABWE Canada email address, activity that can be traced back to ABWE 
Canada’s domain name or servers, activity that uses ABWE Canada assets/money (like 
paying for an advertisement, or registering an account with an ABWE Canada email 
address), or activities that would otherwise be reasonably associated with ABWE 
Canada’s name.   
All other social media activity is classified as personal social media activity and is not 
covered by this policy. 
 
ABWE Canada’s president has the right to review and monitor all work/ministry-related 
social media for appropriate representation of ABWE Canada and compliance with this 
policy. No work/ministry-related social media may be conducted without a waiver posted 
prominently on the information page for your social media or website in language 
substantially similar to the following:  
  
I work/am a missionary staff member with ABWE Canada. Everything here, however, is 
my personal opinion and is not read or approved by ABWE Canada leadership or 
administration before it is posted. Opinions, conclusions and other information expressed 
here do not necessarily reflect the views of ABWE Canada.  
  

5. Guidelines governing all work/ministry-related social media (Further details and 
guidelines can be obtained from the ABWE Canada president):  

• Conduct social media in accordance with this policy.   

• Disclose your identity and affiliation with ABWE Canada at all times; be honest.   

• The ABWE Canada president has sole discretion to monitor, edit, and remove any 
work/ministry-related social media activity, including but not limited to that activity 
that violates this Use policy. 

6. The ABWE Canada president will have sole authority to remove and respond to any 
negative comments regarding ABWE Canada or ABWE International, whether on 
Facebook or elsewhere. If you see misrepresentations about ABWE Canada or ABWE 
International in the media, or if you see unfavourable opinions or negative comments 
about ABWE Canada or ABWE International in the media, or if you are contacted by any 
member of the media, you may not respond but must contact immediately the ABWE 
Canada president. You may only respond in these instances with written authorization 
from the ABWE Canada president. 

 
9. Violations and Enforcement  
  

Any missionary staff who abuses the privilege of their access to email or the internet, or 
intentionally violates this policy in any way may be subject to discipline, including revocation 
of social media and other electronic use rights, and up to and including termination of 
employment, legal action, and financial and/or criminal liability. 
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10. Work for Hire  
  

Work for Hire. All work done or created by the missionary staff in the scope of his or her 
employment, including intellectual property, will remain the property of ABWE Canada 
should the missionary staff leave for any reason. Disclosure of information obtained in the 
course of an missionary staff employment with ABWE Canada and that is generally unknown 
to the public, that may negatively impact ABWE Canada, its Officers, Board or other 
missionary staff is considered confidential Information. Disclosure of this information is 
strictly prohibited. 
 

11. ABWE Electronic Use and Information Policy Employee Agreement 
 

By signing Appendix H to this Missionary Policy Manual, I certify that I have read, 
understand, and agree to comply with the foregoing policies, rules, and conditions governing 
the use of ABWE Canada Computer System, computer, and telecommunication equipment 
and services. I understand that my personal privacy rights are limited when I use any of the 
ABWE Canada telecommunication equipment or services. I am aware that violations of this 
guideline on appropriate use of the email and Internet systems may subject me to 
disciplinary action, including termination from employment, legal action and criminal 
liability. I further understand that my use of the email and Internet may reflect on the image 
of ABWE Canada to our customers, competitors and suppliers and that I have responsibility 
to maintain a positive representation of the company. I agree to hold harmless and 
reimburse ABWE Canada or any affiliate for any damages, fines or penalties suffered by it or 
for which it may become responsible as a result of my failure to comply with this policy. 
Furthermore, I understand that this policy can be amended at any time. 
 
[See Statement of Commitment for Signature Line] 

 
 
CHAPTER 14: Deputized Fundraising Explanation and Guidelines 
 
ABWE Canada missionaries are allowed to raise support using various methods and styles. Our 
support is a provision from God, not from specific donors. Thus, the financial need should 
always be submitted to God through prayer first.  
  
One of the ways you are responsible to raise support is through contact with donors and raising 
of support. As a missionary, you are deputized by ABWE Canada to raise funds and ABWE 
Canada is able to give donors tax-deductible receipts for all gifts they give to ABWE Canada 
through your support raising efforts. However, these gifts are only tax-deductible if ABWE 
Canada retains control over the funds. Donors may “preference” the funds for your support 
account, but they may not restrict the funds to support you. It is essential that you understand 
that you represent the entire mission of ABWE Canada in your contact with donors in raising 
funds according to our guidelines and policies, as stated in this policy. These guidelines describe 
how you may raise funds on behalf of ABWE Canada, and how you may not raise funds. ABWE 
Canada has drafted this policy consistent with CRA guidelines, current laws, and best practices. 
By signing this agreement, you agree to be bound by ABWE Canada’s fundraising policies, 
including but not limited to these deputized policies and guidelines. 
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1. Support Accounts  
  

ABWE uses two primary types of accounts:  
 
Personal support accounts = used for compensation, which includes pension, healthcare 
benefits, insurance benefits, child education benefits where applicable, and salary.  
 
Ministry fund accounts = used on a reimbursable basis to allow for ministry-related 
expenses and governed by ABWE Canada’s guidelines.  
  
When you are approved to raise funds for ABWE Canada, an account number will be 
designated by the Finance Department. Gifts to ABWE Canada on your behalf will provide 
the funding necessary to provide compensation, benefits and other expenses in relation to 
your work with ABWE Canada. These gifts will be credited to your support account and 
expenses relative your employment will be charged to your ministry account.   
  
The balance in your support account does not represent funds owned by you. Any 
donations credited to this account must be given by the donors with the intent to support 
the global ministry of ABWE Canada and the global mission, and the money will remain the 
property of ABWE Canada, subject to their control.   
  
Your salary and budget will be set through ABWE Canada’s financial policy and will not be 
determined by your personal financial needs.   
  
If the total amount of the donations recorded in an account is less than the amount 
budgeted for monthly compensation, only the amount available will be paid. If the total 
donations recorded are more than the amount budgeted for monthly compensation, the 
surplus may be used to make up prior shortages of ministry expense (reimbursable) only, not 
personal compensation. Any surplus may be used in future months for compensation to you, 
or it may be used by ABWE Canada for other purposes consistent with our charitable mission 
and donor preferences, where applicable. 

 
2. Communication to Donors  

  
It is essential that you maintain appropriate communication with donors who partner with 
ABWE Canada to provide gifts that are “preference” or “designated” for your compensation, 
benefits and related expenses. Because the donors are giving to ABWE Canada, you are 
responsible to represent ABWE Canada through personal contact with the donors.   
  
For contributions to be tax-deductible by donors the gifts must be to ABWE Canada and not 
to or for specific individuals; the CRA does not allow a tax deduction when the gifts are 
essentially given directly to you, as the missionary, using the tax-exempt organization merely 
as a “pass-through” corporation. It is important for donors to understand that ABWE Canada 
has full discretion and control over all contributions. The following guidelines should be 
followed with respect to terminology used in your prayer letters, email, public meetings and 
other communications with prospective donors to ABWE Canada. 
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(1) Acceptable language:  
a. “Pray that God will provide the support requirement established by ABWE 

Canada.”  
b. “Thank you for your prayers and financial gifts to ABWE Canada for our global 

ministry.”  
c. “I am trusting the Lord for a team of ministry partners who will invest monthly 

financial and prayer support through ABWE Canada.”  
d. “God has provided 80% of the financial commitment I need to raise through 

ABWE Canada to fulfill the vision God has for us.”  
e. “I have a vision for _______. Please pray about partnering with us and ABWE 

Canada for the support I need to raise.” 
(2) Avoid using personal pronouns in the following ways:  

a. “Please provide funds for my support.”  
b. “I need $1,000 more in gifts to my account.”  
c. “My financial support is short this month.”  
d. “Please support me.”  
e. “My account is short this month.”  
f. “Your support of us is appreciated.”  
g. “Thanks for your support of my ministry.” 

 
3. Funds Remaining on the Date of Separation from Service  
  

If you are terminated from ABWE Canada or leave ABWE Canada with a balance left in the 
account designated to track contributions and expenses related to the work, ABWE Canada 
reserves the right to use the balance as it deems best towards its charitable purposes. 
Similarly, if a potential worker is unable to raise the support needed to begin service with 
ABWE Canada and terminates prior to beginning work, ABWE Canada may use the funds in 
the related account as it deems best. The missionary is not entitled to receive these funds 
back and cannot designate how these funds will be used going forward, nor are the donors 
entitled to refunds.  
By my signature on Appendix H of this Missionary Policy Manual, I certify that I have read 
and understand the above policy and I agree with this policy and agree to follow it and be 
bound by its terms. 
 
[See Statement of Commitment for Signature Line] 

 
 
CHAPTER 15: Cash-Carry Policy 
 
Occasionally during the normal business operations of ABWE Canada, certain individuals may 
need to carry large amounts of cash (defined as monetary instruments, personal and business 
combined, that total over $2,500) out of Canada into foreign countries or from foreign 
countries into Canada. This process is a last resort and is not ABWE Canada standard practice. 
All attempts should be made to transfer the necessary funds via other more secure means prior 
to using this process. In no event may large amounts of cash (as defined above) be carried 
across Canadian borders without the carrying individual who is an employee or agent of ABWE 
Canada completing this signed waiver prior to carrying the cash.   
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Canadian Law requires the declaration of any amount of cash larger than $10,000. If you are 
entering or leaving Canada, you have to complete Cross-Border Currency or Monetary 
Instruments Report – Individual (Form E677). If the currency or monetary instruments you are 
reporting are not your own, you will be required to complete Cross-Border Currency or 
Monetary Instruments Report – General (Form E667). Hand the form to a border services officer 
at the nearest CBSA office that is open at the time you are travelling. ABWE prohibits 
individuals from carrying more than $10,000 cash per person at a time (This includes Ministry 
and all personal funds combined). Persons agreeing to carry funds need to be aware of the laws 
and criminal penalties involved with carrying funds larger than $10,000 in cash at any point. The 
CBSA has the authority to seize all currency and monetary instruments if the entire value is not 
reported. They may be returned after a penalty is paid. Penalties range from Can$250 to 
Can$5,000. The CBSA will not return the funds if it is suspected they are the proceeds of crime 
or funds for financing terrorist activities. You can choose to file a review for items that have 
been seized. 
 
If you have any questions regarding the associated laws and their implications, please ask 
before signing and accepting cash to transport.  
 

Date  Cash 
Amount  

All 
Person(s) 
Carrying 

Cash  

ABWE  
Employee 

(Y/N)  

Country 
Cash is being  
Transported 
To  

Reason for 
Cash Transport  

Cash 
Received 

By  

Approved 
By  

(Authorized  
Signors 
Only)  

                

                

                

                

 
I understand the above risk and Canadian laws associated with Exporting and importing 
monetary instruments. I am carrying the above-noted cash. I am not carrying and will not carry 
cash in excess of $10,000 per person through Canada Customs during any trips related to ABWE 
Canada mission or business matters. I do hereby indemnify, save, release, and hold harmless 
ABWE Canada and its officers, agents, employees, and volunteers, from and against any liability 
or claims that may arise related to my transportation of monetary instruments.   
  

 
Signature of Individual Receiving and Carrying Cash        Date  

 
 
CHAPTER 16: Opening New Field Policy 
 
1. Objective: 

To facilitate expansion and growth for ABWE International/ABWE Canada in the 
implementation of its vision.  
  
 

http://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/publications/forms-formulaires/e677-eng.html
http://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/publications/forms-formulaires/e677-eng.html
http://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/publications/forms-formulaires/e667-eng.html
http://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/publications/forms-formulaires/e667-eng.html
http://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/recourse-recours/howto-commentfaire-3-eng.html
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2. Proposed Protocol  
1. The Executive Director (ED) receives the request for entering a new field (e.g. from a 

missionary, field team, RD, host country entity, local church, or board).  
2. The ED approves the request and notifies the VP of Global Operations of this request.  
3. The VP of Global Operations will notify the president and the board of the intent to open 

a new field. If opening a new field involves a Canadian missionary the ED will also contact 
the ABWE Canada president who will communicate with the ABWE Canada Board. Board 
members are invited to come help support the opening of this new field, if they choose. 
The board member will initiate this contact with the ED if they are willing to participate. 
Field survey by the ED, RD, or their appointed representatives after 
notice/acknowledgment of VP of Global Operations. 

4. Investigation and determination of:  
• Fit for ABWE philosophy  
• General demographic profile  
• Entry requirements  
• Partnership opportunities  
• Ministry opportunities  
• Missionary personnel criteria  
• Potential missionaries interested in entering this field  
• Leadership oversight of missionaries  
• Security of Family living situations  
• Initial start-up costs  
• Suggested timetable for entering field  

5. Development of proposal by RD/ED presented to the GO Team and President’s Office for 
review and approval.  

6. Notification to board of decision to enter a field, providing a written summary of the 
above.  

 
 
CHAPTER 17: Missionary Job Description 
 
1. Job Title 

Missionary Commissioned to Minister in Global Evangelism 
 
2. Department 

ABWE Canada | Global Operations 
 
3. Job Type 

Full-Time | Employee 
 
4. Supervisor 

Regional Director | ABWE Canada President 
 
5. Supervisory Responsibility 

Missionary employees are considered ministry leaders and have various levels of supervisory 
responsibility in the local church and on their respective ABWE field team. 
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6. Mission/Vision 
Fulfilling the Great Commission by multiplying leaders, churches, and mission movements 
among every people. 

 
7. Job Summary/Primary Role 

Faithfully represent ABWE and sending church doctrine and practice in culturally appropriate 
global evangelism as a missionary commissioned to minister in global evangelism. 

 
8. Ministry Assignment/Role 

Specific ministry assignments vary by individual and field. 
 
9. Essential Functions and Responsibilities include but not limited to: 

• Sharing the Gospel and Biblical principles in intentionally developed relationships 

• Discipleship, teaching, spiritual mentorship, and training of Christians 

• Regular participation and leadership in worship services 

• Correspond regularly with prayer and financial supporters 

• Recruiting missionaries for future service 

• Participation in all missionary training required by ABWE leadership 

• Other ministry duties, including but not limited to duties in accordance with 
ministry goals described in annual report completed annually be missionary and 
reviewed by field administrator and sending church 

 
10. Qualifications 

• Examine, understand, and abide by ABWE Canada’s doctrine and practice as defined 
by the ABWE Canada Missionary Handbook and ABWE Canada Missionary Policy 
Manual, including all incorporated and referenced documents therein, including but 
not limited to Statement of Faith, Core Values, Biblical Dispute Resolution, 
Grievance Policy, and Child Safety Policy 

• Serve faithfully in life and ministry pursuing holiness, humility, accountability, and 
harmony with fellow ABWE leadership, team members, and nationals 

 
11. Education 

• College or graduate level courses in Bible and Theology required 

• ABWE training required, including Essential Mission Components: Mapping to the 
End Vision of Missions, which focuses on ABWE’s core ministries of cross-cultural 
evangelism, discipleship, and church planting and Field Preparation Seminar, which 
equips for the transition to the mission field and adjustment to living in another 
culture 

 
12. Minimum Prior Experience Required 

• Relevant supervised ministry experience required 

• Previously acquired cross-cultural preparation highly preferred 
 
13. Certification/Licensure Required 

• Ordained or licensed Minister of the Gospel preferred 

• Commissioning certificate as Missionary Commissioned to Minister in Global 
Evangelism required 
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14. Necessary Attributes 
Joy-filled faith rooted in Jesus Christ and a heart to serve 

 
15. Christian Life 

ABWE Canada is a Christian organization, and it is necessary that employees possess and 
maintain a lifestyle that is above reproach. 

 
16. All ABWE Canada Employees Must 

• Be a current and active member and/or regular attender of a local, like-minded 
church that aligns doctrinally with ABWE Canada 

• Be able to fully support ABWE Canada’s mission, vision, core values, statement of 
faith, and ministry philosophy 

 
17. Physical Demands and Work Environment 

• The physical demands are typical of similar jobs in comparable organizations. 

• The work environment is representative of similar jobs in comparable organizations. 

• Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to 
perform essential functions. 

 
 
CHAPTER 18: ABWE Canada, Crisis Policy 
 
1. Ransom and Extortion 

ABWE Canada does not pay ransom/extortion monies or demands.  ABWE Canada will, 
however, pursue legal avenues available to secure the release of hostages which do not 
violate this policy. 

 
2. Relocation of Family Members 

In the event of crises, such as kidnapping and/or violent death, all family members are to be 
relocated as soon as possible to the home country, upon consultation with the regional 
director. 

 
3. Crisis Management Team 

When necessary a temporary Crisis Management Team (CMT) shall be activated.  This CMT 
should include at least one person pre-designated by ABWE International, called the “Crisis 
Manager,” one local field person, with special training if possible as well as a member from 
the ABWE Canada Home Office when a Canadian missionary is involved.  The CMT will be 
given authority and responsibility to make all necessary decisions regarding the crisis. 
 

4. Information Management 
All information relative to the crisis situation, both in the ABWE International and ABWE 
Canada home offices and on the field, will flow through a designated information manager, 
appointed by the Crisis Manager.  Special spokespersons to the media may also be 
designated by the CMT. 
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5. Evacuation 
Decisions on evacuation of personnel are made by the Field Team and/or Regional Director.  
Each field should set fixed criteria for such a decision. 

 
6. Crisis Counseling 

All victims of major traumatic events shall immediately undergo debriefing to assess 
whether counseling is needed and/or desired.  A follow-up debriefing of all personnel 
directly affected should take place 6 – 12 months following the crisis event. 

 
7. Release 

All missionaries going out under ABWE Canada must sign a release before going to the field.  
Nothing in this policy, is intended to limit the terms of any release or make ABWE Canada 
liable for any action it takes, or fails to take, in assisting its employees or their dependents 
during a crisis. 

 
8. RISK STATEMENT 

Living and working in foreign nations carries with it certain risks not found or associated with 
work in the USA or Canada.  These risks can include hazards to both your person and 
property through cross-cultural offenses, accident, disease, terrorist’s acts, weather 
conditions, or inadequate medical services and supplies.  There can be added emotional and 
physical stress due to loneliness, culture shock, and long hours. 
 
It is our goal to advise all members of ABWE Canada and all participants in ABWE programs 
of the risks associated with mission work in foreign country through this Risk Statement.  In 
addition, we encourage you to prepare yourself for service through a number of ways: 

 

• Prepare yourself spiritually, physically, and mentally for service. 

• Read all you can on the potential country of service. 

• Talk with missionaries serving in the country and in the specific locale. 

• Contact your government office, such as the Canadian Foreign Affairs Department 
to obtain the most up to date information on the area or visit www.travel.gc.ca. 

• Contact the Immunization Travel Clinic at www.healthunit.com/travelclinic.aspx to 
obtain information and automatic updates on health issues/requirements. 

• Take any additional steps you feel are necessary or contact ABWE Canada. 
In view of the fact that in some developing nations, insurgent, guerrilla, and criminal groups 
commit crimes of kidnapping or other forms of criminal extortion as means of demanding 
the payment of ransom, it is important that you understand ABWE Canada’s policy in this 
area.  We are deeply concerned for the well being of each of our missionaries/short term 
volunteers and will pray and labor diligently for the release of anyone taken hostage.  
However, it is the policy of ABWE Canada to not pay a ransom or yield to other extraordinary 
demands. 

Part of the field preparation process for any program of ABWE Canada is understanding the risk 
and taking full responsibility for the consequences as one assumes those risks.  In order to 
receive clearance to leave for your field of service, you are required to sign the following 
release.  We ask that you gather as much information as you feel necessary and when you are 
completely satisfied and confident that this is what God wants you to do, sign and return this 
form. 

http://www.travel.gc.ca/
http://www.healthunit.com/travelclinic.aspx
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9. RELEASE 
 

1. I have read and understand the Statement of Risk provided by ABWE Canada and I am 
aware of the hazards and risks to my person and property associated with serving 
overseas in a mission’s capacity.  These risks can come through cross-cultural offenses, 
accident, disease, criminal or terrorist acts, weather conditions, or inadequate medical 
services and supplies etc.  There can be added emotional and/or physical stress due to 
loneliness, culture shock and long hours. 

2. I waive any and all claims for damages which I may have against ABWE Global Inc. (also 
known as ABWE Canada) or any affiliate organizations including but not limited to ABWE 
Ministries Inc., ABWE North America, Inc., ABWE Foundation, Inc., ABWE 
INTERNATIONAL, INC, arising from death, injury, or illness to myself or my family, or 
property damage or loss occurring during the term of my assignment or as a result of my 
assignment.  Whether a result of actions of the organizations, their board, employees, 
agents or others acting at their request, or in their behalf including heirs, children etc. 

3. I have read and understand and accept the ABWE Crisis policy, including the policy on 
ransom payments therein described.  I agree to follow the policy and to be bound by its 
provisions during the term of my employment/volunteer service with ABWE Canada and 
afterward whenever travelling to, from or during an assignment with ABWE Canada. 

4. I attest and certify that I am physically fit and have no existing medical conditions that I 
am aware of that would prevent me from performing my duties. 

5. Having read the RISK STATEMENT, the CRISIS POLICY, and this RELEASE and any other 
attached documents, I, the undersigned, freely and voluntarily sign the same, assuming 
the risk of service with ABWE Canada.  I fully release ABWE Canada from any and all 
claims that may arise from my voluntary participation in the work of ABWE Canada.  I also 
expressly waive any defense to the enforcement of any provision of this commitment 
because I did not receive anything of value to make it and guarantee that I consider this 
commitment to be binding on me as a legal and valid obligation which can be enforced 
against me. 

6. Having read the Risk Statement, Crisis Policy, and Release, I expressly agree that this 
assumption of risk and indemnity agreement is intended to be as broad and inclusive as 
permitted by law.  I HAVE CAREFULLY READ THE FOREGOING ASSUMPTION OF RISK AND 
UNDERSTAND ITS CONTENTS AND I VOLUNTARILY SIGN THIS RELEASE OF MY OWN FREE 
ACT. 

 
Signature: ___________________ Date: _____________  Print Name: _____________ 

 
 
CHAPTER 19: ABWE Canada, Release of Liability 
 
This is a legal document. By signing this document, you are agreeing to give up certain legal 
rights including the right to sue. You are also assuming certain obligations. 
 
The guidelines listed below are required for those participating in Long-Term/Career service 
with ABWE Global Inc. (herein referred to as ABWE Canada).  
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1. I hereby acknowledge that I have voluntarily applied to serve in (name of country you are 
going to) with ABWE Canada.        

2. I also acknowledge ABWE Canada and/or my sending church/Christian educational 
institution has provided training as a condition of my participation. I understand that I have 
been trained to appropriately respond to all reasonably anticipated circumstances which 
may be encountered during participation in this program, including how to interact with 
other cultures, consuming foods safely, warnings provided about staying with the group, 
appropriate responses to environmental risks, handling tools and equipment safely etc.  

3. I understand that my participation may have undesired and unanticipated consequences. 
Notwithstanding this, I hereby release and forever discharge ABWE Canada and my sending 
church/Christian Educational Institution and all its affiliates, members, directors, officers, 
leaders, agents, volunteers and employees from any and all actions, causes of action, suits, 
claims, demands, liabilities, including negligence and expenses I have now or may have in the 
future in connection with, arising from or related to my involvement with or participation in 
this activity. 

 
Your signature below also indicates the following: 
 
1. I have read ABWE Canada doctrinal statement and agree to respect it in all regards. I will not 

propagate convictions contrary to those in the statement during my time with ABWE 
Canada. 

2. I affirm that the information above is true and complete to the best of my knowledge. I 
hereby release ABWE Canada and all persons associated with this organization of any liability 
for health impairment or bodily injury as the result of pre-existing health conditions. I, 
myself, will be responsible while on any ABWE Canada field or project for monitoring and 
managing all aspects of any pre-existing condition.   

3. I have read the ABWE Canada Sexual Misconduct and Child Protection Policy, and it has been 
explained to me. I am aware of this policy and I will take full responsibility for my actions 
while I am employed or volunteering with ABWE Canada. 

4. Having read the Risk Statement, Crisis Policy, and Release, I expressly agree that this 
assumption of risk and indemnity agreement is intended to be as broad and inclusive as 
permitted by law.  I HAVE CAREFULLY READ THE FOREGOING ASSUMPTION OF RISK AND 
UNDERSTAND ITS CONTENTS AND I VOLUNTARILY SIGN THIS RELEASE OF MY OWN FREE 
ACT. 

5. I will not hold ABWE Canada liable for injury, disease, or delay of return while under the 
auspices of ABWE Canada. 

6. I am willing to faithfully carry out my assignment and to cooperate in every way possible. I 
will accept and respect the decisions of authority of the mission leaders and abide by the 
rules of the mission. If I have a cause for complaint or a difference of opinion, I will bring it at 
once to the mission leadership instead of to others who may not be able to help me. 

7. I acknowledge that I have read, completed and accurately in complete integrity without 
holding anything undisclosed the Morality & Missions Development History - Survey 
regarding any problems or experiences of moral impurity or abuse that may have occurred in 
my past.  

8. I authorize the release of any information requested by ABWE Canada. 
 
Signature: ___________________ Date: _____________ Print Name: ______________ 
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CHAPTER 20: ABWE Accountability Compliance Protocol 
 
Throughout the year there will be mission-wide deadlines for various reports, signatures of 
documents, trainings, etc. Most global team members promptly complete their assignments 
and ABWE is grateful for their faithfulness. The primary purposes of these required items and 
deadlines are to diligently uphold our value of accountability and to properly care for all 
missionaries.  The protocol below will be followed by all global team members to encourage 
timely completion and compliance.   
 
This protocol applies to items such as Annual Reports, Statements of Commitment, Online 
Security Training, Online Child Safety Training, and other items ABWE administration deems 
necessary.  In order to help our global team members complete their assignments in a timely 
manner: 
 
One week prior to the deadline   
An email will be sent to the team member by the Administrative Assistant reminding them to 
complete the assignment by the scheduled deadline. 
 
Within one week after the deadline 
A reminder will be sent to the team member by the Administrative Assistant asking them to 
complete the assignment.  The Regional Director will be copied on that email so that he too will 
be informed that the team member needs to complete the assignment.     

 
Two weeks after the deadline 
If the required task has still not been completed, the Administrative Assistant will inform the 
Regional Director.  The Regional Director will send another notification to the team member 
urging them to complete the assignment. 

• This notification will inform the team member that if the assignment is not completed 
within 30 days after the initial deadline that their sending church will be informed of their 
lack of compliance. 

• This notification will also inform them that if the assignment is not completed within 45 
days of the initial deadline then ABWE Missionary Finance will be instructed to 
discontinue processing ministry expense reimbursements or advancements of funds until 
the team member is in compliance with the ABWE policy. 

 
30 days after the deadline  
The Regional Director will contact the team member’s sending church to discuss their lack of 
compliance. 
 
45 days after the deadline  

• ABWE Missionary Finance will be instructed to discontinue processing any ministry 
expense reimbursements or advancements of funds until the team member is in 
compliance with the ABWE policy. 

• The Executive Director will contact the team member to discuss their lack of compliance.   
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Upon submission or completion of the requirement: 

• When the team member completes and submits the required assignment, the Regional 
Director will communicate to ABWE Missionary Finance to resume ministry expense 
reimbursements and advancements of funds.   

• Furthermore, the Regional Director will contact the team member’s sending church to 
apprise them of the completed assignment. 

 
With the purpose of this policy being genuine care and accountability for all team members, 
there may be extenuating circumstances that prohibit someone from meeting the initial 
assigned deadline.  The Regional Director has the prerogative to grant deadline extensions for 
legitimate reasons for any of the steps above and communicate both the extension and a 
revised deadline to the team member, the Administrative Assistant, and the Executive Director. 

 
 
CHAPTER 21: ABWE Canada Statement of Commitment 
 
To be signed annually by each teammate with ABWE Canada 
Please complete and return to your administrative assistant by January 15. 
 
 I, the undersigned, acknowledge on this __________ day of _______________, 20____, that I 
have read, understood, and agree to abide by and follow the 2017 edition of ABWE Canada’s 
Missionary Handbook and Missionary Policy Manual, including all incorporated and referenced 
documents therein, including but not limited to Statement of Faith, Core Values, Grievance 
Policy, Missionary Job Description, and Child Protection Policy. 
______________________________________ _________________________ 
Signature      Date 
______________________________________ _________________________ 
Signature       Date 
 
Husband and wife both must sign. 
 
A signed document, scanned, faxed, or mailed to your administrative assistant is preferred. If 
this is not possible, your typed full legal name followed by the symbols “/s/” will be required for 
electronic signatures.  
 

 
34 - 980 Adelaide St S,  
London, Ontario   N6E 1R3 
Fax: 519-690-1618 | Email: leona@abwe.ca 
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